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Abstract 

This project report presents a novel grammar called attribute-flow grammars (AFG) and an accompanying 

LL(k) AFG parser written in C++11. The novel grammar uses “flow” variables to replace the traditional 

usage of inherited and synthesized attributes found in attribute grammars. The accompanying LL(k) 

attribute-flow grammar parser is implemented as a collection of C++11 header files. The parser requires 

a grammar specification that is written in C++11, using C++11 operators on custom BaseParser objects, 

for grammar symbols, and lambdas for semantic actions. The LL(k) parser allows users to parse input 

using external or custom scanners, generate and print parse trees of input, and to implement syntax-

directed translation with semantic actions on flow variables. Furthermore, an AFG with semantic actions 

can be optimized automatically by right-recursion (a.k.a. tail-recursion) elimination, left-recursion 

elimination, and left-factoring. The LL(k) parser implementation presented in this report offers a flexible 

parser for syntax-directed translation that doesn’t generate code and doesn’t require installation. 
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1. Introduction 

The project defines a general-purpose LL(k) parser in C++11 to exemplify a novel grammar called 

Attribute-Flow Grammars (AFG) introduced by this project. Attribute-Flow Grammars use the concept of 

“flow” variables to replace traditional attributes used in Attribute Grammars. The syntax used by attribute-

flow grammars is similar to that of Extended Backus Naur Form and, due to the development of AFGs 

being closely tied to the development of the accompanying LL(k) parser, looks like proper C++ code. 

The general-purpose LL(k) parser uses C++ templates and is implemented as a collection of C++11 header 

files. The LL(k) parser also uses a grammar specification that is written directly in C++11, along with 

other properties it uses. As a result, the general-purpose LL(k) parser seamlessly integrate with other C++ 

code and, unlike parser generators such as Bison, YACC, and ANTLR, does not need to generate code or 

compile/preprocess the grammar specification to parse input. Finally, the syntax to define the grammar 

specification used by the parser was designed to be clean and easy to read, compared to that of Boost 

Spirit (a parser designed by Boost also defined as a collection of C++ header files). 

2. Project Objectives 

• To design a C++11-specific syntax with C++ operators to specify “attribute-flow” grammars (AFG) 

that support semantic actions, with the goal to create an inline grammar syntax that is easy to read and 

write in C++11. 

• To design a new “attribute-flow” grammar concept that replaces inherited and synthesized attributes. 

• To design a parser that does not require code generation from grammar specifications. 

• To implement a parser as a collection of C++ header files to allow for easy integration with C++ code. 

• To permit Flex to be used as a tokenizer for the parsers constructed in C++11. 

• To implement a LL(k) parser for unlimited lookahead k and possibly consider LR(1) later. 
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• To investigate optimizations that can be automatically applied to “attribute-flow” grammars, such as 

left factoring, left recursion elimination and right recursion elimination (a.k.a. tail recursion 

optimization). 

3. Design 

This section will discuss the design of attribute-flow grammars (AFG) and the accompanying LL(k) 

AFG parser. More specifically, we will discuss the syntax of an AFG, what header files the 

accompanying LL(k) parser uses, and a brief overview of how scanning and parsing works with the 

accompanying parser. 

3.1. Attribute-Flow Grammars (AFG) 

This section will give an overview of how to define attribute-flow grammars. The syntax we propose 

for attribute-flow grammars is closely related to C++ code as the development of the novel grammar 

was tied heavily to the creation of the accompanying AFG parser, which is written in C++11. As a 

result, the syntax to define an AFG is practically the same to define the inline grammar specification the 

parser will utilize. 

Consider the following is a simple AFG, with starting nonterminal NUM: 

 /* Example 3.1 */ 
NUM = BIT & NUM | BIT; 
BIT = ZERO | ONE; 
ZERO = ‘0’; 
ONE = ‘1’;  

In an AFG, grammar symbols are separated by an & and just like in EBNF grammars, different 

productions or groups of grammar symbols may be specified with an |. 

The syntax to specify a semantic action in AFGs uses C++11 lambdas as follows: 

 [&]{ ... semantic action ... } 
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Finally, instead of using conventional attributes used in attribute grammars, AFGs use “flow” variables. 

There are two types of flow variables, in-flow variables, representing inherited attributes, and out-flow 

variables, representing synthesized attributes. In an AFG, a (non)terminal may only have one in-flow 

variable and one out-flow variable. 

The syntax for specifying flow variables for some (non)terminal is as follows: 

 some_symbol(a)>>b 

The above (non)terminal, some_symbol, has an in-flow variable, a, and out-flow variable, b. In other 

words, some_symbol inherits flow variable a and synthesizes the value stored in flow variable b. 

The simple AFG given in Example 3.1, exhibits no flow variables or semantic actions. Consider the 

following altered AFG: 

/* Example 3.2 */ 
// NUM maintains y during recursion to synthesize z 
NUM(x)>>z = GETBIT(x)>>y & NUM(y)>>z 

| GETBIT(x)>>z; 
 
GETBIT(x)>>y = BIT>>b & [&]{ y = 2 * x + b; }; 
 
BIT>>b = ZERO & [&]{ b = 0; } // ZERO could be replaced w/ Token(‘0’) 

| ONE & [&]{ b = 1; }; // ONE could be replaced w/ Token(‘1’) 
 

ZERO = Token(‘0’); // Nonterminal ZERO corresponds to ‘0’ 
 
ONE = Token(‘1’); // Nonterminal ONE corresponds to ‘1’ 

The above AFG represents a grammar that is a binary number. The starting nonterminal NUM computes 

the value of the binary number through the use of semantic actions and the in-flow variable x, which 

should be initialized to 0 before parsing begins. NUM maintains the value of the binary number as it is 
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being parsed in “local” variable y. We compute the value of y using nonterminal GETBIT. The 

nonterminal BIT stores the semantic value of the tokens ‘0’ and ‘1’ in the out-flow variable b.  

We could alter the starting nonterminal NUM to not require an in-flow variable. Consider the altered 

definition of nonterminal NUM and definition of a ‘helper’ nonterminal result: 

/* Example 3.3 */ 

NUM>>z = [&]{ z = 0; } & +( BIT>>b & [&]{ z = 2 * z + b; } ); 

The above definition first initializes flow variable z to 0 and uses z to maintain the value of the binary 

number as it is being parsed. 

The rest of the document will discuss AFGs in greater detail from the context of the accompanying 

LL(k) parser written in C++11. 

3.2. The LL(k) AFG Parser 

This section will discuss the design of an AFG parser implementation that is written in C++11. There is 

currently no name for the accompanying parser so throughout the document, when referencing this 

parser implementation, we will simply refer to it as “the parser.” 

3.2.1. Header Files 

The project deliverable consists of a collection of header files that define the accompanying general-

purpose LL(k) AFG parser: 

• parser.h: Defines the BaseParser and Parser class and contains code for the parsing engine. 

• parsetree.h: Defines the ParseTree class that outlines a data structure that is a representation of a 

parse tree for some input. 

• prettyparser.h: Defines the PrettyParser class which allows the user to print a representation of 

ParseTree and BaseParser objects. 
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• tokenizer.h: Defines the Tokenizer class. An instance of this class is used as input to the parsing 

engine. 

• flextokenizer.h: Defines the FlexTokenizer class. An instance of this class can be used to tokenize 

input using Flex. 

• tokenstream.h: Defines the TokenStream and parsing_error class which enables flow variables to be 

of a non-primitive type. 

3.2.2. Scanning Overview 

The accompanying C++11 AFG parser is designed to take token-based input as a Tokenizer *. Therefore, 

input must be prepared, in a manner similar to Lex/Flex, and stored in a Tokenizer object. The Tokenizer 

class is defined in tokenizer.h and maintains a std::vector of Token objects. The Tokenizer class is designed 

to be inherited by a custom class that handles the storing of tokens, using some scanning method such as 

Lex/Flex. The Tokenizer class is discussed more in depth in Section 4.3.4. 

The FlexTokenizer class is an example of such a class that maintains a scanner state and loads tokens, 

scanned in using Flex, to be parsed. The FlexTokenizer class is discussed in Section 4.3.5 and allows 

scanning of string literals or file descriptors which allow on demand scanning. 

3.2.3. Parsing Overview 

Before any parsing can begin, the user will need to prepare (1) the inline grammar specification using the 

syntax described in Section 4.1 and (2) specify the token-based input that the parsing engine will be 

expected to parse. 

The use of C++ operator overloading in the syntax of the inline grammar specification generates a data 

structure that is “stored” in the starting nonterminal of the grammar. The parser navigates through the data 

structure when parsing. Furthermore, this data structure is also used by the PrettyParser class to print a 
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representation of grammar productions and by the parsing engine to parse a given input. The creation of 

this data structure is described in more depth in Section 4.4. 

After creating the inline grammar specification, we need to prepare input for the parsing engine. The 

parsing engine takes in a Tokenizer * as input.  

Parsing begins when the parse() function, a virtual member function of the BaseParser class, is called on 

the starting nonterminal of the grammar. The parse() function has one required argument and two optional 

arguments. As mentioned earlier, the required argument is a Tokenizer * and holds the token-based input. 

The optional arguments are, in order, a size_t * that indicates the position to begin parsing at (will update 

the variable to contain the position reached when the parse function terminates) and a ParseTree * that 

will contain a parse tree representation corresponding to the given input, overwriting any information the 

ParseTree object may have been holding before the parse() function executed. The parse() function 

returns true if enough input has satisfied the inline grammar defined at the nonterminal it was invoked on 

and false otherwise. 

4. The Parser 

This section will talk about the accompanying LL(k) AFG parser in greater detail. We will first discuss, 

in Section 4.1, how to specify an AFG the parser will use to parse input. We then introduce the concept 

of formal definitions and instances of grammar symbols in Section 4.2. Finally, we will discuss the 

details of all the classes the parser employs in Section 4.3. 

4.1. Attribute-Flow Grammar Specification Syntax 

As mentioned earlier, before any parsing can begin, we need to specify the AFG the parser will be using. 

This section will cover how to specify an attribute-flow grammar using the C++11 syntax proposed by 

this project. We will cover how to declare nonterminals in Section 4.1.1 and terminals in Section 4.1.2, 

semantic actions in Section 4.1.3, how to use flow variables in Section 4.1.4, what operations are available 
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in Section 4.1.5, and some caveats to keep in mind in Section 4.1.6. Below is a grammar specification, 

using the syntax described in this section, that computes a simple arithmetic expression: 

/* Example 4.1 */ 
/* Declare Grammar Symbols */ 
Parser<> expr, term, fact; // define nonterminals 
Parser<> plus(‘+’), minus(‘-‘), times(‘*’), 

divides(‘/’); // define tokens for arithmetic operators 
 Parser<> num(token_code_for_num); // define terminal for numbers 

 
/* AFG */ 
expr>>a = term>>a  

& *(plus & term>>b & [&]{ a += b; } | minus & term>>b & [&]{ a -= b;}); 
 
term>>a = fact>>a 

& *(times & fact>>b & [&]{ a *= b; } | divides & fact>>b & [&]{ a /= b; }); 
 
fact>>a = '(' & expr>>a & ')' | num>>a; 

4.1.1.  Nonterminals 

The syntax to declare a nonterminal A is as follows: 

/* Example 4.2 */ 
   Parser<> A; 
ó Parser<int> A; 
ó Parser<int,int> A; 

where the Parser object constructor can take two templated arguments that represent the types of the in- 

and out-flow variables, respectively. By default, the in-flow variable is of type int and the out-flow 

variable is the same type as the in-flow variable. Therefore, the three declarations of a nonterminal A, in 

Example 4.2, are equivalent. 
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The in-flow variable and out-flow variable can be of differing types. For example, the following is a 

declaration of a nonterminal B with in- and out-flow variables of the primitive types int and double, 

respectively: 

/* Example 4.3 */ 
Parser<int,double> B; 

Note, that nonterminals A and B do not have flow variables associated with them yet. Nonterminals A 

and B simply can have flow variables of the types specified as the templated arguments. We discuss how 

to assign flow variables to nonterminals in Section 4.1.4. 

4.1.2.  Terminals 

Terminals can be either a BaseParser object (which does not allow for flow variables) or a Parser object 

(which allows for flow variables) depending on how the terminal is created by the user. A terminal can 

be created explicitly in the user’s C++ code before it is used in one or more productions or it can be 

implicitly created within a production of a grammar specification by just using the terminal in the 

production. 

To create a terminal that can have flow variables, we must create a terminal as a Parser object, as shown 

in Example 4.4. The only way to do so is to declare the terminal explicitly in C++ before it can be used 

in a production of the grammar specification. The syntax of the definition of a terminal is as follows: 

/* Example 4.4 */ 
Parser<InFlowType,OutFlowType> terminal_name(terminal_token_code); 

The following is a declaration of a terminal term_one that has a token code of 65: 

 /* Example 4.5 */  
Parser<> term_one(65); // flow variables can be of type int 

Just like nonterminals, when declaring terminals, one can specify the types of the in/out-flow variables 

as the template arguments. One could pass a character argument instead of an integer argument and the 

ASCII value of that character will be used as the token code for the created terminal. That would result 
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in the following declaration of a terminal to be equivalent to that in Example 4.5, as the character ‘A’ 

corresponds to ASCII value 65: 

/* Example 4.6 */ 
Parser<> term_one(‘A’); 

The newly created terminal can now be used in one or more productions and can have flow variables 

using the syntax specified in the next section. 

Again, just like newly created nonterminals, the newly created terminal term_one does not have flow 

variables associated with it yet. The terminal term_one simply can have flow variables of the types 

specified as the templated arguments. How to specify the flow variables for a terminal is given in 

Section 4.1.3. 

To declare a terminal as a BaseParser object (i.e. it has no flow variables), use the following 

declaration: 

/* Example 4.7 */ 
Token alt_term_one(‘A’); 

Just like term_one mentioned above, alt_term_one corresponds to a terminal that accepts the token code 

that matches the ASCII value of ‘A’, 65, and can be used in one or more productions. 

Furthermore, one can create terminals as BaseParser objects through the use of the inline grammar 

specification. Let us consider the following grammar that uses the term_one terminal we declared above: 

/* Example 4.8 */ 
A = term_one & A | term_one; 

The above grammar accepts a sequence of the characters ‘A’. We could replace term_one in both 

productions to be 65 or ‘A’. All the following productions of nonterminal A are equivalent: 

 /* Example 4.9 */ 
   A = ‘A’ & A | ‘A’; ó A = 65 & A | 65; 
ó A = ‘A’ & A | 65;  ó A = 65 & A | ‘A’; 
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Note that in certain cases the syntax, given in Example 4.9, can lead to ambiguity due to C++ limitations 

on operator overloading. This ambiguity is discussed more in depth in Section 4.1.6. To avoid 

ambiguity, one could declare these terminals in a production using the Token() constructor for clearer 

syntax: 

 /* Example 4.10 */ 
   A = Token(‘A’) & A | Token(‘A’); ó A = Token(65) & A | Token(65); 
ó A = Token(‘A’) & A | Token(65); ó A = Token(65) & A | Token(‘A’); 

Recall that using the syntax, shown in Examples 4.9 and 4.10, limits these terminals by not allowing 

them to have flow variables. This is because terminals created using the Token() constructor or within 

the production are BaseParser objects that have this limitation. 

Terminals should be created as a BaseParser object if the terminal does not have flow variables 

associated with it, like the keywords “if” and “else” in programming languages like C and C++. Note, 

that even if the terminal does not have a semantic value associated with it, it can be created as a Parser 

object (allowing for flow variables that may not be necessary). If a terminal represents an integer, it 

should have a semantic value associated with it, e.g. “14” and “203”. In this case, the terminal of interest 

should be created as a Parser object using the syntax specified above so that the semantic value of the 

terminal can be stored in a flow variable. This behavior can be seen in the examples given in most 

examples given in Section 9. 

4.1.3.  Semantic Actions 

We use C++11 lambdas to embed semantic actions into AFGs. The syntax to add a semantic action to 

the production of some nonterminal is the following: 

 /* Example 4.11 */  
Parser<> nonterm; // declare a nonterminal 

 nonterm = [&]{ ... semantic action ... }; // define the nonterminal 
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A nonterminal may have multiple semantic actions, separated by 0 or more other grammar symbols. 

Since, any C++ code can be written in these semantic actions, one must be weary of changes a semantic 

action may make if a production fails to be matched after the semantic action is executed. Consider the 

following naive example: 

/* Example 4.12 */ 
int * ptr = nullptr; 
nonterm = [&]{ ptr = new int[10]; } & Token(‘a’); 

| [&]{ ptr = new int[10]; } & Token(‘b’); 

The nonterminal, nonterm, has two productions. Each production has a semantic action that dynamically 

allocates an integer array and set the integer pointer, ptr, to point to it. Now say, when parsing, the first 

production doesn’t get matched. Note, the only way this is possible is if Token(‘a’) doesn’t match as 

semantic actions never cause a production to not match. If the first production fails to match, then the 

second production will try to be matched. This will cause a memory leak as a result of ptr pointing to a 

new dynamically allocated array without freeing up the old one. The following example illustrates a 

memory safe approach to accomplish the same thing: 

/* Example 4.13 */ 
int * ptr = nullptr; 
nonterm = 
[&]{ if (ptr != nullptr){ delete [] ptr; } ptr = new int[10]; } 

& Token(‘a’); 
| [&]{ if (ptr != nullptr){ delete [] ptr; } ptr = new int[10]; }  

& Token(‘b’); 

4.1.4.  Flow Variables 

Flow variables are a fundamental aspect of AFGs and represent the traditional synthesized and inherited 

attributes. Any (non)terminal, created as a Parser object, can have flow variables of any primitive or 

user defined data type associated with it. The following illustrates the declaration and definition of a 

nonterminal A with flow variables being of type integer: 
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/* Example 4.14 */ 
int x, y; 
Parser<> A;  
A(x)>>y = … a production that uses x and sets y …; 

That is, nonterminal A has an in-flow variable of type integer that is defined to be variable x and an out-

flow variable of type integer that is defined to be variable y. When parsing, a reference to these variables 

is maintained internally and the value of the out-flow variable is updated when needed. The value stored 

in the in-flow variable is never updated since its value is used solely for input. Note, that the in-flow 

variable can be the same as the out-flow variable: 

/* Example 4.15 */ 
Parser<> B; 
B(x)>>x = ... a production that uses and sets x ...; 

This definition of the nonterminal B has an in- and out-flow variable specified as the same integer 

variable x. 

4.1.5.  Operations 

The chart below gives all operations the accompanying C++11 AFG parser supports, how to represent 

them in an inline grammar specification that is interpreted by the parser, and the EBNF equivalent. 

Operation C++11 construct to use EBNF 
Concatenation ( & ) A & B; A B 

Alternation ( | ) A | B; A | B 
Repeat (*) *B; B* 

Nonzero Repeat (+) +B; B+ 
Optional (-) -B; B? 

Lookahead (match B without 
consuming it) 

~B; N/A 

Negative Lookahead 
(tests if B does not match) 

!B; N/A 

Repeat N times N * B; N/A 
Repeat N to M times N-M * B; N/A 

Semantic Action [&]{ printf(“Hello World!”); }; { printf(“Hello World!”); } 
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Consider the following simple EBNF grammar: 

 /* Example 4.16 */ 
group -> '(' expression ')' 

 factor -> integer | group 
 term -> factor (('*' factor) | ('/' factor))* 
 expression -> term (('+' term) | ('-' term))* 

The following is an inline grammar using the C++11 syntax given in this project, which is equivalent to 

the EBNF version above: 

/* Example 4.17 */ 
Parser<> group, factor, term, expression;  // declare nonterminals 
Parser<> integer(token_code_for_integers); // declare terminal 
 
/* inline grammar specification */ 
group = Token(‘(‘) & expression & Token(‘)’); 
factor = integer | group; 
term = factor & *(Token(‘*’) & factor | Token(‘/’) & factor); 
expression = term & *(Token(‘+’) & term | Token(‘-‘) & term); 

4.1.6. C++ Operator Overloading and Ambiguity 

The use of inline declarations of simple terminals can be convenient but can lead to ambiguity due to 

C++ operator overloading. Consider the following altered version of the AFG given in Example 4.9: 

/* Example 4.18 */ 
A = ‘A’ & ‘A’ & A | ‘A’; 

One might think the above AFG is equivalent to the following EBNF grammar: 

/* Example 4.19 */ 

A ® ‘A’ ‘A’ A 

  | ‘A’ 

The EBNF grammar, in Example 4.19, accepts an odd number of ‘A’; however, the altered inline AFG 

example, given in Example 4.18, does not. In fact, the altered inline AFG accepts the same language as 

the original version, given in Example 4.9. That is because ‘A’ & ‘A’ is interpreted as the binary & 
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operation on the characters ‘A’ and ‘A’. This would then result in the original inline grammar 

specification, A = ‘A’ & A | ‘A’;, because ‘A’ & ‘A’ = ‘A’ = 65. 

Using the clearer syntax provided by the Token() constructor will fix this issue: 

/* Example 4.20 */ 
A = Token(‘A’) & Token(‘A’) & A | ‘A’; 

Note, the terminal ‘A’ in the second production of the grammar does not need the Token() constructor as 

the binary & operator has higher precedence than the binary | operator and thus by the time the binary | 

operator is invoked, the left-hand side argument will be a BaseParser object. In other words, the | 

operation will be of the form A = <BaseParser object> | ‘A’; because the overloaded binary 

operators & and | return a BaseParser reference. 

All in all, due to the use of operator overloading, one must be mindful the limitations the C++11 

standard has in place. That is, to be mindful of the operands to the operators in the grammar and ensure 

that the operands are not both of a primitive type, e.g. <some_int> & <some_int>, which cannot be 

overloaded.  

4.2. Formal Definitions vs Instances 

Throughout this document, when referencing (non)terminals, we do so in two different fashions.  We 

either reference a (non)terminal’s formal definition or instance. For any (non)terminal in an attribute-

flow grammar, there is a formal definition and zero or more instances. We make the distinction between 

the two in this section, for both nonterminals and terminals. 

We will first discuss the difference between a terminal’s formal definition and its instances. A terminal’s 

formal definition maintains its token code while its instances maintain the flow variables associated 

with each instance. Consider the example: 

 /* Example 4.21 */ 
int a; 

 Parser<> nonterminal; // declare some nonterminal 
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Parser<> token(1); // token’s formal definition  
// maintains token code, 1 

 nonterminal = token>>a & token>>b; // token>>a and token>>b are 
  // instances of token  

Note that there may be many instances of a terminal on the right-hand side of productions of an AFG 

and each instance may use a different set of flow variables. In this case, token>>a is an instance, of 

terminal token, that maintains a as its out-flow variable and token>>b is an instance, of terminal token, 

that maintains b as its out-flow variable. 

Nonterminals are treated similarly. The difference is that a nonterminal’s formal definition maintains 

the information about the productions that define it and a set of flow variables, used when the 

nonterminal is defined, instead of a token code. A nonterminal instance maintains a set of flow variables 

that may differ from those in its formal definition. Note, like terminals, that there may be many instances 

of a nonterminal on the right-hand side of productions of an AFG. To illustrate this, we will define 

nonterminals A and B: 

/* Example 4.22 */  
Parser<> A, B; 
A>>y = +(Token(‘A’) & B(y)>>y); // instance of B with flow variable y 

 B(x)>>x = [&]{ x++; }; // definition B with flow variable x 

Note, that the nonterminal B is used in the RHS of the production of A with in- and out-flow variable, y. 

The nonterminal B is defined to have an in-flow variable and out-flow variable that are the same but 

flow variable x is used as the in-/out- flow variable. In other words, the use of nonterminal B, in the 

production of A, has a different set of flow variables than those used in the definition of B. 

As mentioned earlier, since a reference to these variables are maintained internally by the Parser object, 

this difference needs to be accounted for when parsing. That is, Parser object B maintains a reference to 

integer variable, x, since that is the flow variable used in its definition. However, the use of nonterminal 

B in the production of nonterminal A requires us to update flow variable y and not flow variable x. We 
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reference the use of nonterminal B in the RHS of the production of nonterminal A as one instance or 

actual use of nonterminal B, which maintains a reference to y as its in- and out-flow variable. The 

formal definition of nonterminal B, maintains a reference to x as its in- and out-flow variable. We 

explain, in more detail, how formal definitions and instances are created in Section 5.1. In Section 6, we 

outline the parsing algorithm which explains how differing flow variables, between a nonterminal’s 

formal definition and its instances, are handled. 

4.3. Classes  

This section will discuss the different classes that make up parts of the parser and its toolset. Due to the 

intertwined nature of the BaseParser and Parser classes, Section 4.3.1 discusses them together. 

4.3.1. BaseParser and Parser Classes 

A BaseParser object maintains information vital for basic parsing. This vital information includes 

information needed for semantic actions, simple terminals, and the minimum/maximum number of times 

the parser should accept the nonterminals/terminals maintained by that BaseParser object. A Parser object 

is a BaseParser object that holds additional information not vital for basic parsing such as in/out-flow 

variables. Each BaseParser object has a type that is given by the tag_ member variable. The tag_ member 

variable is of type Tag, which is an enumeration with the following options: ALT, SEQ, DEF, NON, TOK, 

and ACT. 

By design, BaseParser objects will always handle either sequences of BaseParser objects (tag_ set to 

SEQ), alternative sequences of BaseParser objects (tag_ set to ALT), semantic actions (tag_ set to ACT), 

or simple terminals, i.e. no flow variables, (tag_ set to TOK). Parser objects will always handle either a 

nonterminal’s formal definition (tag_ set to DEF), handle information about a nonterminal instance (tag_ 

set to NON), or handle information about a terminal’s formal definition or instance (tag_ set to TOK). 
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As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, a data structure is generated when the inline C++11 attribute-flow grammar 

is specified. This data structure consists of BaseParser objects, where each BaseParser object maintains 

a vector of BaseParser pointers pointing to other BaseParser objects in the data structure. Because this 

data structure is tree-like by nature, when talking about this data structure, we will often refer to a 

BaseParser object with its tag_ set to DEF as a “DEF node”, a BaseParser object with its tag_ set to NON 

as a “NON node”, and so on. These different types of nodes play a role when parsing input. We discuss 

how the data structure is designed and organized in Section 4.4. How the parsing algorithm uses this data 

structure is discussed in Section 6.  

4.3.2. ParseTree 

A parse tree can be automatically constructed as a tree of ParseTree objects, if the user wishes, and may 

then be visualized using Graphviz. Note, parse trees are meant only for display and are otherwise not 

required for parsing. To generate a parse tree for some input, a ParseTree reference must be passed as a 

parameter to the parse() function. The ParseTree class is defined in parsetree.h and represents a node in 

the parse tree. The entire parse tree is ‘stored’ in the ParseTree object that corresponds to the root node 

of the parse tree. 

A ParseTree object has the following member data: 

 std::string name_;  // lexeme of current node 
const BaseParser* def_; // address of the DEF node 

 std::vector<ParseTree> children_; // children of the current node 

where the member variables name_ and def_ are never defined at the same time. The name_ member 

variable stores the lexeme when the node is a token and the def_ member variable stores the unique address 

of the DEF node for the current (non)terminal node. The children_ member variable is a vector of other 

ParseTree objects that are the children nodes to the current ParseTree object. 
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The parse tree picture below was generated using a Graphviz dot specification file created using the 

PrettyParser class and is an illustration of the ParseTree data structure. The code used to generate this 

image can be found in Section 9.2.  

 
Figure 4.1 

The root node, EXPR, represents a nonterminal that we expanded to nonterminals TERM and 

TERM_TAIL. It follows that the root node’s def_ member data is set to the address of its formal definition 

(corresponding DEF node) for the nonterminal EXPR. The root node’s children_ member variable is a 

vector with two elements that are pointers to the ParseTree objects that represent the nonterminals TERM 

and TERM_TAIL. The ParseTree node with depth 3 that represents the terminal ‘+’ does not have the 

def_ member data defined (because it is a terminal) but has the name_ member define to be the string “+” 

instead. Because this node is a leaf, there are no elements in its children_ member variable. 

4.3.3. ParserPrinter 

The ParserPrinter class handles printing Parser and ParseTree objects, e.g. for display with Graphviz. 

A ParserPrinter object maintains a std::map of names for (non)terminals where the address of the DEF 

node for a (non)terminal is used as the key and the string representation of the (non)terminal is the 

mapped value. The key to the std::map being the address of the corresponding DEF node of a 

(non)terminal is vital because there can be many instances of a (non)terminal in an attribute-flow 

grammar specification, each with its own unique address. Since each instance of some (non)terminal has 
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a different address in memory when used in an attribute-flow grammar specification, it cannot be used 

as the key to the std::map. Doing so would result in each instance of the same nonterminal to map to a 

different string representation. However, since each instance of some (non)terminal corresponds to the 

same DEF node, storing the name for some (non)terminal using the unique address of its DEF node 

ensures that all instances of the (non)terminal map to the same name. 

The user can use a PrettyParser object to update the internal std::map to name (non)terminals by 

invoking the name() class function as follows: 

/* Example 4.23 */ 
ParserPrinter p; 
Parser<> A; 
p.name(A,”A”); // p.name(<some (non)terminal>,<string name>); 

When printing, if the name of a (non)terminal hasn’t been specified, the ParserPrinter object will 

generate a temporary identifier using the unique address of the formal definition (i.e. the def_ member 

variable) of the (non)terminal whose name hasn’t been specified. 

The algorithm used to generate these temporary names when printing uses the address of DEF node for 

the (non)terminal that has no name mapping. The algorithm used is as follows: 

First Letter: (DEF_Node_Address >> 2) % 26 + offset 

Second Letter: (DEF_Node_Address >> 2) / 26 % 26 + offset 

Third Letter: (DEF_Node_Address >> 2) / (26 * 26) % 26 + offset 

where offset is 65 for terminals and 97 for flow variables. The algorithm is designed to make name 

conflicts improbable while emitting auto-generated names for (non)terminals. 

This behavior can be seen after removing calls to the name() class function from the ParserPrinter 

example in Section 9.2 used to generate the parse tree image given in the previous section which will 

then result in the following parse tree. 
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Figure 4.2 

Since the names of the (non)terminals were not given, YHR was generated to represent the nonterminal 

expr, WPV was generated to represent the nonterminal term, and so on.  

4.3.4. Tokenizer 

The Tokenizer class provides a basis for users to create an internal data structure to hold the tokenizer’s 

state that can be used by the parsing engine. The class is designed to allow basic maintenance on a 

vector of type Token. We define a Token to contain the following member data: 

int code; // a unique integer to represent this type of token 
std::string text; // contains lexeme of token 
size_t line_no; // contains the line number of the lexeme 
size_t columno; // contains the column number of the lexeme 

This gives users the flexibility to get input in different ways. 

4.3.5. FlexTokenizer 

The FlexTokenizer class is an example of a class that inherits the Tokenizer class and generates the data 

structure needed for parsing using Flex to scan input. The FlexTokenizer class allows two input methods 

for scanning using Flex. The two methods are to scan a string literal or file descriptor for tokens 

according to the Flex lexer specification file. The second method allows scanning from files or streams, 
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such as stdin. Passing in a stream constructs an “on-demand” container of tokens which opens up the 

possibility of implementing a live interpreter. The syntax for both methods are given below: 

/* Example 4.24 */ 
FlexTokenizer tokens; // scan from stdin 
FlexTokenizer tokens(“5 + 4 * 3”); // scan from a given string 

The FlexTokenizer class is used to scan a string literal for tokens as shown in the Counting and the 

ParserPrinter examples in Sections 9.1 and 9.2.  The FlexTokenizer class is used in the calculator 

examples, given in Sections 9.4 and 9.6, to create an on-demand calculator of simple arithmetic 

expressions. The FlexTokenizer class is an example of how to use the Tokenizer class to generate the 

container of tokens using some custom input method, in this case Flex. 

4.3.6. TokenStream 

The TokenStream class allows the user to perform more complex logic during the generation of the 

semantic value of some terminal and allows for flow variables of terminals to be of a non-primitive type. 

When trying to match a terminal in the attribute-flow grammar used for parsing, the parser checks to see 

if the token code of the next input token matches that of the terminal the parser is expecting. If the token 

codes match, it then checks to see if an out-flow variable has been specified. Normally, the out-flow 

variable should be specified for a token when the token has a semantic value associated with it, e.g. 

“14”, “233”, and “506” are semantic values of a token that represents an integer. If the out-flow variable 

is specified, the semantic value of the lexeme is stored in the out-flow variable through the use of the 

standard library’s stringstream class and its extraction operator (>>). The code for this is shown below: 

/* Example 4.25 */ 
// parser.h: 
// Token codes match and out flow variable is defined 
TokenStream<InType> 

tok_stream(tokens->at(pos).code, tokens->at(pos).text, in_); 
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 try { 
tok_stream >> *out_; 
} catch (parsing_error&) { return false; } 
// tokenstream.h: 
friend TokenStream<InType> & 

operator>>(TokenStream<InType> & in, OutType & out) 
{ 
    // Store semantic value of lexeme in out flow variable 
    std::istringstream(in.text_) >> out; 
    return in; 
} 

The definition of TokenStream’s extraction operator will only work if the output flow variable is of a 

primitive type and the lexeme contains an appropriate string that corresponds to the type of the out-flow 

variable. Overloading TokenStream’s extraction operator allows the user to specify flow variables of a 

non-primitive type and potentially add more logic before extracting the semantic value for a terminal. 

The TokenStream class defines an exception called parsing_error, which extends std::logic_error, that 

allows the user to not match a terminal under some circumstances. 

The following is an example of an insertion operator overload of the TokenStream class that throws a 

parsing_error exception: 

 /* Example 4.26 */ 
TokenStream<InType> & 

operator>>(TokenStream<InType> & in, OutType & out) 
{ 

// Check to see if token can be matched 
 if ( ... some condition ...) 
  throw parsing_error(“Token not matched”); 
 else 

std::istringstream(in.text_) >> out; 
     return in; 
} 
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This behavior along with the use of the TokenStream class to store the semantic value of a token into a 

custom object is shown in calculator example that supports complex numbers in Section 9.7. The 

TokenStream class is also used to perform complex token matching in the definite clause grammar 

example in Section 9.10. 

4.4. Advantages 

The section discusses various advantages provides by the parser and its toolset. 

4.4.1. Flexibility 

The accompanying C++11 AFG parser is implemented as a collection of C++ header files that enable 

users to quickly create a parser that accepts an LL(k) language. Additionally, the collection of header 

files also defines classes that enable the user to implement custom scanning methods, specify semantics 

with non-primitive data types, and visualize AFG productions or parse trees for some input. The parser 

supports the given features without needing installation or code generation making it a viable rapid 

prototyping tool. 

4.4.2. Custom Scanning 

Lexical analysis turns out to be the most expensive aspect of syntax directed translation. As a result, 

many individuals looking to develop a fast translator opt to create a specialized lexical analyzer for the 

task. The accompanying parser is designed to allow users to easily integrate custom lexical analyzers, by 

making using of the Tokenizer class, to prepare some token-based input. As a result, users can use the 

AFG parser and its toolset to develop a parser in C++11 that accepts some LL(k) language without being 

limited to some general lexical analyzer that could bottleneck the translation process. 

4.4.3. Debugging 

The accompanying AFG parser inherently provides users with tools to assist with debugging an AFG. 

The use of the PrettyParser class provides the user with methods to visualize AFG productions and 
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parse trees for some input. The use of semantic actions within AFG productions allows the user to also 

generate logging messages, that may be printed to stdout, a file, or even some data structure. In addition, 

the user may make use of multiple starting nonterminals in an AFG by altering the nonterminal the 

parse() member function is invoked on. Consider the following AFG with two starting nonterminals, 

REC_NUM and IT_NUM: 

/* Example 4.27 */ 
Parser<> REC_NUM, IT_NUM, GETBIT, BIT; 
 
// Tail Recursive Version 
REC_NUM(x)>>z = GETBIT(x)>>y & REC_NUM(y)>>z 

| GETBIT(x)>>z; 
 
GETBIT(x)>>y = BIT>>b & [&]{ y = 2 * x + b; }; 

 
// Iterative Version 
IT_NUM>>z = [&]{ z = 0; } & +( BIT>>b & [&]{ z = 2 * z + b; } ); 
 
BIT>>b = Token(‘0’) & [&]{ b = 0; }  

| Token(‘1’) & [&]{ b = 1; }; 

The parse() member function may be invoked on either starting nonterminal, REC_NUM and IT_NUM. 

Note, both starting nonterminals make use of a set of common AFG productions which is convenient 

and promotes modularity in an AFG. The entire binary number parser example is given in Section 9.2. 

5. Creation of Parser Data Structure 

This section will discuss the how the data structure, used to parse input, is created. The creation of the 

data structure is vital as it is used throughout the parsing process to determine whether input is accepted 

or not. Ensuring the data structure is correctly created as a representation equivalent to the AFG 

specified ensures the parser will accept the language accepted by the AFG.  

5.1. Formal Definitions and Instances 
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This section will discuss how formal definitions and instances are created and maintained in the data 

structure for (non)terminals. Formal definitions for (non)terminals are created when the (non)terminal is 

created. 

 /* Example 5.1 */ 
Parser<> non; // formal definition of a nonterminal (DEF node) 

 Parser<> term(tok_code); // formal definition of terminal (TOK node) 

Since terminals are simpler, we’ll discuss them first. A terminal’s formal definition is never altered after 

its creation and holds the terminal’s token code. Each terminal instance may have flow variables 

associated with it and maintains a reference to its formal definition, a TOK node. The operators () and 

>> handle the creation of a terminal instance and storing references to its flow variables and formal 

definition. Terminals created within the inline grammar specification, e.g. through the Token() construct, 

are standalone instances that do not have a formal definition or flow variables. 

Nonterminals are similar except their formal definition can be altered after its creation. When the = 

operator is used on nonterminals, its formal definition is altered to include the BaseParser object on the 

right-hand side of the = operator. Each DEF node, i.e. formal definition of a nonterminal, has a member 

variable, arg_, that is a std::vector of BaseParser references that represent each production of the 

nonterminal. Consider the example: 

 /* Example 5.2 */ 
non = Token(‘a’); // DEF node altered 

 non = Token(‘b’) & Token(‘c’); // DEF node altered 
 non = Token(‘d’) | Token(‘e’); // DEF node altered 

The formal definition of nonterminal non, has 3 elements in its arg_ vector that are a TOK node, a SEQ 

node, and an ALT node. A nonterminal is matched if one of the elements in the arg_ vector of its DEF 

node is matched. The formal definition can also be altered to include flow variables; however, we’ll 

discuss nonterminal instances first. 
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When the () and >> operators are used on (non)terminals, the formal definition is not altered (yet) and a 

newly created instance is returned. 

 /* Example 5.3 */ 
int a, b; 
non(a); // NON node created with in-flow, a 
non>>b; // NON node created with out-flow, b 
non(a)>>b // NON node created with in-flow, a, and out-flow, b 
term(a); // TOK node created with in-flow, a 
term>>b; // TOK node created with out-flow, b 
term(a)>>b; // TOK node created with in-flow, a, and out-flow, b 

Again, the () and >> operators do not alter the formal definition (yet) but create new BaseParser objects 

with the appropriate tag_ and references to flow variables. 

The formal definition of a nonterminal is altered to include variables when a NON node appears on the 

left-hand side of the = operator. 

 /* Example 5.4 */ 
non(a)>>b = ... right-hand side ...; // non(a)>>b returns a NON node 

Recall that the () and >> operators, return an instance of a nonterminal as a NON node. When this 

happens on the left-hand side of the assignment operator, as seen in Example 5.4, the formal definition is 

altered to have the specified flow variables, if flow variables have not been specified already. 

The formal definition nodes for both non and term still exist and are responsible for cleaning up after all 

of its instances. This is easily done as each BaseParser has a member variable, obj_, that is a std::vector 

of BaseParser references it is responsible for cleaning up after.  

5.2. Sequences and Alternations 

Sequences are an ordered group of grammar symbols, i.e. (non)terminals and semantic actions. To create 

a sequence, one would use the & operator where the operands are BaseParser objects. Each SEQ node 
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has a member variable, arg_, that is a std::vector of BaseParser references that represent this ordered 

group of grammar symbols. Consider the example: 

/* Example 5.5 */ 
Token(‘H’) & Token(‘e’) & Token(‘l’) & Token(‘l’) & Token(‘o’); 

The above example would return a SEQ node whose arg_ vector contains 5 elements that are all TOK 

nodes. A SEQ node is matched if all elements in its arg_ vector are matched. 

Alternations represent different groups of ordered grammar symbols that can be matched. To create an 

alternation, one would use | operator where the operands are BaseParser objects. Each ALT node has a 

member variable, arg_, that represent the different groups of grammar symbols that will try to be 

matched when parsing. To illustrate this, let us define nonterminal A to be the following: 

/* Example 5.6 */ 
Parser<> A; 
A = Token(‘H’) & Token(‘i’); 

A | Token(‘G’); would return an ALT node whose arg_ vector contains two elements that are a 

SEQ and TOK node. An ALT node is matched if one element in it arg_ vector is matched. 

5.3. Overview 

Let us recall the different types of nodes: 

• DEF – Formal definition of a nonterminal 

• NON – Instance of a nonterminal; maintains information about flow variables 

• TOK – Formal definition or instance of a terminal; can maintain information about flow variables  

• SEQ – Sequence 

• ALT – Alternation 

• ACT – Semantic Action 
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To better understand how the data structure is organized, let us consider the following code segment: 

/* Example 5.7 */ 
// Define nonterminal A, token ‘a’, and flow variables 
Parser<int> A; 
int x = 0, y = 0; 
 
// Inline Grammar Specification of 2 productions 
A>>x = Token(‘a’) & A>>y & [&]{x = y + 1;} | Token(‘a’) & [&]{x = 1;}; 

 The above grammar has two productions that counts the first x number of a’s. The grammar would result 

in the creation of 7 BaseParser objects and 2 Parser objects. They are as follows: 

Parser #1: DEF node for “A” with out flow variable x 

BaseParser #1: TOK node for “Token(’a’)” 

Parser #2: NON node for “A” with out flow variable y 

BaseParser #2: ACT node for { x = y + 1; } 

BaseParser #3: SEQ node for “Token(‘a’) & A>>y & [&]{ x = y + 1; }” 

BaseParser #4: TOK node for “Token(’a’)” 

BaseParser #5: ACT node for { x = 1; } 

BaseParser #6: SEQ node for “Token(’a’) & [&]{ x = 1; }” 

BaseParser #7: ALT node for “Token(‘a’) & A>>y & [&]{x = y + 1;}” and “Token(’a’) & [&]{x 

= 1;}” 
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An illustration of the data structure generated by this production is given here: 

 
Figure 5.1 

The green arrows point to nodes that are members of the arg_ vector from the source node. The red 

arrows point to nodes that the source node is responsible for cleaning up after, i.e. free up dynamically 

allocated memory associated with that node. As long as every node in the data structure has a red arrow 

pointing to it, memory leaks should not be possible. 

6. Parsing Algorithm 

The starting nonterminal, by design, should always be a DEF node. A DEF node is matched if one of its 

arguments is matched. In most cases the DEF node would have SEQ or ALT nodes in its arguments, but 
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it could be a singular NON or TOK node. If the former, we attempt to match the SEQ or ALT node by 

iterating through its arguments. A SEQ node is matched if all of its arguments are matched and an ALT 

node is matched if one of its arguments is matched. If the latter, we try to match the nonterminal 

represented by the NON node or match the token represented by the TOK node. This process is repeated 

until the DEF node of the starting nonterminal is matched, indicating the input was accepted by the AFG. 

 

The following diagram is a high-level illustration of the navigation of the generated data structure, when 

parsing, as described above. 

 
Figure 6.1 

Before going through an example, let us elaborate on how the parser matches (non)terminals. When 

attempting to match a nonterminal (NON) node, the parser determines if the flow variables for the NON 
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node differs from that of its formal definition, a DEF node. If it does, it saves the flow variables of the 

formal definition and changes the formal definition to have the flow variables of the nonterminal instance. 

We then attempt to match the nonterminal’s DEF node, if successful the formal definition’s flow variables 

are restored and the nonterminal is matched.  Recall, a DEF node is matched if one of its arguments is 

matched. When attempting to match a terminal (TOK node), we check to see if the token code of the next 

input token matches that of the terminal we are expecting. If the code matches, we match the TOK node. 

 

Now let us refer to Example 5.7 and its corresponding data structure illustration given in Figure 5.1. If we 

called the parse() function on nonterminal A, and went through the algorithm, the first node we would 

reach is a DEF node. The data structure illustration shows that the DEF node has one argument that is an 

ALT node, that holds the productions of nonterminal A. Since the DEF node only has one argument to 

match, in order for that DEF node to be matched, the ALT node must be matched. To match the ALT 

node, we iterate through its arguments and one of the arguments must match. The ALT node has two 

arguments that are both SEQ nodes. We will match either SEQ node by iterating through both SEQ nodes’ 

arguments and ensure all arguments were matched. 

If our input string is “aa”, the first SEQ node, i.e. Token(’a’) & A>>y & [&]{ x = y + 1; }, 

matches the first ‘a’ in our input string. We then see if nonterminal A matches by updating the formal 

definition to have out-flow variable y instead of out-flow variable x and attempt to match the nonterminal’s 

DEF node. We iterate through the arguments of the DEF node, match the first SEQ node, restore the 

original flow variables of the formal definition, and repeat the process due to the recursive call on 

nonterminal A. This time around we attempt to match the ALT node by first trying to match the first SEQ 

node argument. We fail due to not being able to match a third ‘a’ in the input string during the third 

recursive call of nonterminal A in the first SEQ node.  We attempt to match the second SEQ node argument 
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of the ALT node and succeed. We execute the lamda code x = 1; and match the SEQ node therefore 

matching the ALT node. Since the second recursive call of nonterminal A has an y as its out-flow variable, 

the flow variable y now contains the value 1. We successfully matched the second recursive call of 

nonterminal A. We then execute the lambda code x = y + 1 which results in the flow variable x 

containing the value 2. We successfully match the first SEQ node therefore matching the ALT node. This 

is the highest level of the parsing process and we conclude we successfully parsed the input string because 

the starting nonterminal was matched. The flow variable x should now contain the number of a’s we 

successfully parsed.  

6.1. Backtracking 

The parser saves the values of all the out-flow variables of (non)terminals present in the right-hand side 

of a production, onto a std::stack, before attempting to match a DEF node. This allows the parser to 

backtrack and restore the old values of out-flow variables, in the case a production is not fully matched 

and out-flow variables are altered. Recall that out-flow variables are the only type of flow variable that 

gets altered by (non)terminal and thus saving the values of the in-flow variables of these (non)terminals, 

before attempting to match a DEF node, is not necessary. 

The correct use of out-flow variables with (non)terminals is important as incorrect use can lead to faulty 

behavior. Consider the following incomplete AFG that performs syntax-directed translation of some 

simple language to java bytecode: 

 /* Example 6.1 */ 
Parser<> S; 

 size_t a; 
 S = IF_CODE & E & [&]{ emit(iconst_0); a = pc; emit(if_icmpeq,0); } 

& THEN_CODE & S & [&]{ backpatch(a,pc-a); }; 

The incomplete AFG given in Example 6.1, performs syntax-directed translation of an if-then control flow 

structure to the appropriate java bytecode. First note, we are using variable a to store the program counter 
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before reaching the keyword then and backpatches the target of the if_icmpeq instruction after a recursive 

call on nonterminal S. The incomplete AFG will work as long as there are no nested if-then statements. 

The AFG requires a stack to store program counters for nested if-then statements due to a getting wrongly 

overwritten through recursive calls of S. One could implement a separate data structure, e.g. a std::stack, 

to do this; however, one can also use a marker nonterminal whose sole purpose is to copy the program 

counter into an out-flow variable. This is because out-flow variable values are stored in a std::stack before 

attempting to match a (non)terminal, which could overwrite the values of flow variables. The use of 

marker nonterminals, in a sense, provides a method to maintain local information relevant to a production 

the parser is trying to match. This is useful to allow flow variables to be reused in many productions 

without overwriting data that should be preserved. The following altered AFG can handle nested if-then 

statements: 

/* Example 6.2 */ 
Parser<> S; 
Parser<size_t> T; 

 size_t a, pc; 
 S = IF_CODE & E & [&]{ emit(iconst_0); } & T(pc)>>a  

& [&]{ emit(if_icmpeq,0); } & THEN_CODE & S  
& [&]{ backpatch(a,pc-a); }; 
 

 size_t x; 
 T(x)>>x = [&]{ }; 

The marker nonterminal T has an instance in the above AFG that passes the program counter as an in-flow 

variable and has an out-flow variable a. The marker nonterminal T has a formal definition that does 

nothing but copy the value of the in-flow variable to the out-flow variable. This is done by designing T in 

such a way that it will always match, the empty lambda in the formal definition gives us this property, and 

by making the in- and out- flow variables the same. Another approach may be desired if a nonterminal, 
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that handles the perseveration of local information (program counter in this case), must also perform other 

tasks that requires an in-flow variable that isn’t the program counter. Consider the following example: 

/* Example 6.2 */ 
Parser<> S; 
Parser<size_t> T; 

 size_t a, pc; 
 S = IF_CODE & E & [&]{ emit(iconst_0); } & T(<some_other_in>)>>a  

& [&]{ emit(if_icmpeq,0); } & THEN_CODE & S  
& [&]{ backpatch(a,pc-a); }; 
 

 size_t x; 
 T(x)>>a = [&]{ a = pc; }; // This production can now perform 

// additional tasks that need x and still 
// save pc into local flow variable a 

The use of marker nonterminals is used heavily in the Micro-C compiler example, in Section 9.10, to 

correctly store program counters when translating nested control flow structures. 

7. Future Work 

This section presents possible future improvements. 
 
7.1. A String-Based Prototype 

There is another AFG parser implementation that parses a string and attempts to match lexemes without 

making use of token codes. The string-based prototype preceded the prototype that parsed based on 

token codes of tokens stored in a Tokenizer object. The string-based prototype may be better to use in 

certain situations, perhaps the definite clause grammar example given in Section 9.9. One could 

categorize all such words in the Flex specification to scan and tokenize input into subject/object words 

and verbs, but instead the definite clause grammar example makes use of in-flow variables to pass in a 

std::map that contains the category of words we would like to match. If the next token’s lexeme matches 

a word in the std::map passed in, then the token gets matched. The string-based implementation would 
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allow the user to specify the words to match in the grammar specification and isn’t separated into an 

intermediate scanning step. 

7.2. Automatic Optimizations 

The use of flow variables opens up the possibility for easier automatic optimizations, compared to 

attributes. The automatic optimizations discussed in this section are left factoring and left and right 

recursion elimination. Such automatic optimizations would require finding an algorithm to change the 

data structure used for parsing. Some of these optimizations have already been implemented in separate 

prototypes of this project. 

To illustrate how to automatically remove a left factor, let us consider the following grammar with left 

factor rules of the general form with flow variables: 

N(i)>>x = X(i)>>y & U(y)>>x 
| X(i)>>z & V(z)>>x 

where U and V may be multiple grammar symbols. The above grammar is equivalent to the following 

grammar with factored rules of the form: 

N(i)>>x = X(i)>>y & ( U(y)>>x | C(y)>>z & V(z)>>x ) 

where C is a nonterminal, with an empty production, that copies the value of the in-flow variable to out-

flow variable, i.e. C(x)>>x; 

To illustrate how to automatically remove left recursion, let us consider the following grammar with left 

recursive rules of the form: 

N(i)>>x = N(i)>>y & X(y)>>x & { ACT } 
  | N(i)>>z & Y(z)>>x 
  | U(i)>>x 
  | V(i)>>x 

where X, Y, U, and V may be multiple grammar symbols and the in-flow variable i is optional. The above 

grammar is equivalent to the following right-iterative semantics-preserving grammar with rules of the 

form: 
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N(i)>>x = ( U(i)>>x | V(i)>>x )  
& *( C(x)>>y & X(y)>>x & { ACT } | C(x)>>z & Y(z)>>x ) 

Finally, to illustrate how to automatically remove tail recursive rules, let us consider the following 

grammar with tail recursive rules of the form: 

N(i)>>x = X(i)>>y & N(y)>>x  
| Y(i)>>x 

where X may be multiple grammar symbols. The above grammar is equivalent to the grammar with non-

trailing iterative rules of the form: 

N(i)>>x = *( X(i)>>y & C(y)>>i ) & Y(i)>>x 

Such optimizations would be difficult to detect and perform with inherited and synthesized attributes 

whereas the in- and out-flow variables are more amenable to analysis and optimization. 

8. Related Work 

This section presents related work, Bison, Yacc, Boost Spirit ANTLR and Definite Clause Grammars in 

Prolog. 

8.1. Bison/YACC 

The advantages of attribute-flow grammars in this project have over the popular parser generators Bison 

and YACC are that our C++11 AFG parser implementation does not require installation or code 

generation to parse input. Simply including the header files provided enables the user to specify an AFG, 

in-line with other C++ code, and parse. As a result, a translation step is not necessary allowing for rapid 

prototyping and, because any scanning method could be used, provides the user with an overall flexible 

parsing tool. Bison and YACC also do not support grammars requiring inherited attributes while AFGs 

allow for in-flow variables, which replace inherited attributes. Finally, our C++11 attribute-flow 

grammar parser implementation provides additional header files that allow the user to easily generate 

and print parse trees. 

8.2. Boost Spirit 
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Boost Spirit is a recursive descent parser that does not require installation or code generation to parse 

input. The parser is implemented as a collection of header files, like the AFG parser proposed by this 

project, but uses functors instead of custom objects to allow the user to specify the grammar and parse 

input. 

We believe the idea of implementing a parser as a collection of header files is neat and is a one of the 

main motivations behind the development of this project. As a result of using functors, the syntax to 

define the grammar specification with Boost Spirit is not as ‘clean’ compared to using the templated 

objects used to define AFGs. The following program that employs Boost Spirit to parse a comma 

separated list of doubles compared to the equivalent parser using AFGs which can be found in Section 

9.4. 

/*============================================================================= 
Copyright (c) 2002-2010 Joel de Guzman 
Distributed under the Boost Software License, Version 1.0. (See accompanying 
file LICENSE_1_0.txt or copy at http://www.boost.org/LICENSE_1_0.txt) 
=============================================================================*/ 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
//  This sample demontrates a parser for a comma separated list of numbers. 
//  No actions. 
// 
//  [ JDG May 10, 2002 ]    spirit1 
//  [ JDG March 24, 2007 ]  spirit2 
// 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////   
 
#include <boost/config/warning_disable.hpp> 
#include <boost/spirit/include /qi.hpp> 
#include <iostream> 
#include <string> 
#include <vector> 
 
namespace client { 
    namespace qi = boost::spirit::qi;   
    namespace ascii = boost::spirit::ascii; 
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    //  Our number list parser 
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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    //[tutorial_numlist1 
    template<typename Iterator> bool parse_numbers(Iterator first, Iterator last) 
    { 
        Using qi::double_; 
        Using qi::phrase_parse; 
        Using ascii::space; 
        Bool r = phrase_parse( 
            first, /*< start iterator >*/  
            last,/*< end iterator >*/ 
            double_ >> * (',' >> double_), /*< the parser >*/ 
            space /*< the skip-parser >*/ );   
        if (first != last) // fail if we did not get a full match   
            return false;   
            return r;   
        } 
    //] 
} 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//  Main program 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////   
int main() {   
    std::cout << "/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////\n\n"; 
    std::cout << "\t\tA comma separated list parser for Spirit...\n\n";   
    std::cout << "/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////\n\n"; 
     
    std::cout << "Give me a comma separated list of numbers.\n";   
    std::cout << "Type [q or Q] to quit\n\n";   
     
    std::string str;   
    while (getline(std::cin, str)) { 
 
        if (str.empty() || str[0] == 'q' || str[0] == 'Q') 
            break; 
 
        if (client::parse_numbers(str.begin(), str.end())) {   
            std::cout << "-------------------------\n";   
            std::cout << "Parsing succeeded\n";   
            std::cout << str << " Parses OK: " << std::endl;   
        } else {   
            std::cout << "-------------------------\n";   
            std::cout << "Parsing failed\n";   
            std::cout << "-------------------------\n";   
        }   
    } 
 
    std::cout << "Bye... :-) \n\n";   
    return 0;   
} 
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8.3. ANTLR 

ANTLR is a powerful parser generator that allows its users to read, process, execute, or translate 

structured text or binary files. From a formal grammar written using EBNF syntax, ANTLR generates a 

parser for that language that can automatically build parse trees and generates tree walkers that you can 

use to visit the nodes of those trees to execute application-specific code. The key differences between 

the AFG parser proposed by this project and ANTLR are that ANTLR requires installation and 

generates code to parse input. Further, it requires a grammar written in EBNF, which is more widely 

recognized. However, because a clean and easy to read syntax is a major objective of this project, a 

grammar written in EBNF can be easily converted into an AFG. 

8.4. Definite Clause Grammars 

Definite clause grammars are a way of expressing a grammar in a logic programming language such as 

Prolog. Though DCGs can be used for formal and natural languages, it is primarily used to parse natural 

languages due to its ability to represent linguistic features fairly concisely. Consider the following set of 

DCG rules: 

 sentence --> pronoun(subject), verb_phrase. 
 verb_phrase --> verb, pronoun(object). 
 pronoun(subject) --> [he]. 
 pronoun(subject) --> [she]. 
 pronoun(object) --> [him]. 
 pronoun(object) --> [her]. 
 verb --> [likes]. 

The above grammar accepts sentences such as “he likes her” and “he likes him” but does not accept 

sentences like “her likes he” and “him likes him”. 
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The following is an AFG equivalent of the above definite clause grammar. 

int dummy = 0; 
 
/* sets for different types of words */   
std::set <std::string> subject_words;   
std::set <std::string> object_words;   
std::set <std::string> verb_words; 
 
/* add subject words */   
subject_words.insert("he");   
subject_words.insert("she"); 
 
/* add object words */   
object_words.insert("him");   
object_words.insert("her"); 
 
/* add verbs */   
verb_words.insert("likes"); 
 
/* declare nonterminal start and terminal double_ */   
Parser<> sentence, verb_phrase;   
Parser<std::set<std::string>, int> word(-1); 
 
/* grammar */   
sentence = word(subject_words)>>dummy & verb_phrase;   
verb_phrase = word(verb_words)>>dummy & word(object_words)>>dummy; 

 

The full example can be found in Section 9.9 as well as the details on how we determine matches for the 

terminal word, using the in-flow variables subject_words, verb_words, and object_words. 

9. Examples 

This section demonstrates several C++11 parser examples using attribute-flow grammars. 

9.1. Counting 

The following example illustrates how to create a C++11 parser that counts the occurrences of the letter 

‘a’ using attribute-flow grammars. The example makes use of the FlexTokenizer class to scan the input 

string “aaaaa”. The grammar exhibits flow variables and semantic actions to determine the number of 

a’s parsed. 
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Flex Specification: 

%{ 
%} 
 
%option noyywrap 
 
%% 
 
a { return *yytext; } 
. { /* do nothing */ ); } 
 
%%   

Driver Program: 

#include <iostream> 
#include "parser.h" 
#include "flextokenizer.h"   
 
int main() { 
    /* counting parser example */ 
     
    /* declare nonterminal A and integer flow variables x and y */   
    Parser<int> A;   
    int x = 0, y = 0; 
 
    /* grammar */     
    A>>x = 'a' & A>>y & [&]{ x = y + 1; } | Token('a') & [&]{ x = 1; }; 
 
    /* input string */   
    const char text[] = "aaaaa"; 
 
    /* use the FlexTokenizer class to tokenize input string */   
    FlexTokenizer tokens(text); 
 
    /* parse */   
    if (A.parse(&tokens)) {   
        std::cout << "Parsing Sucessful: " << x << " a's parsed." << std::end
l;   
    } 
    return 0;   
} 

9.2. Binary Number 

The following example exhibits a parser that may make use of different starting nonterminals to accept 

the language of all binary numbers. The example also uses a custom lexical analyzer BinaryTokenizer to 
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tokenize each bit in the binary number. The use of semantic actions calculates the decimal value of the 

accepted binary number and stores the result into flow variable z. 

Driver Program: 

#include <iostream> 
#include "parser.h" 
#include "parsetree.h" 
#include "parserprinter.h" 
#include "flextokenizer.h" 
 
class BinaryTokenizer: public Tokenizer {   
    public: BinaryTokenizer(std::string str) {   
        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < str.length(); i++)   
            if (str[i] == '0') 
                emplace_back('0', "0", 1, 0, 0);   
            else if (str[i] == '1') 
                emplace_back('1', "1", 1, 0, 0);   
            else 
                break;   
    }   
}; 
 
int main() { 
    /* Binary Number Parser */ 
    // declare nonterminals and flow variables   
    Parser<int> REC_NUM, IT_NUM, BIT, GETBIT;   
    int x = 0, y = 0, b = 0, z = 0; 
 
    /* AFG */ 
    // tail recursive starting nonterminal   
    REC_NUM(x)>>z = GETBIT(x)>>y & REC_NUM(y)>>z 
        | GETBIT(x)>>z; 
 
    // iterative starting nonterminal   
    IT_NUM>>z = [&]{ z = 0; } & +(BIT>>b & [&]{ z = 2 * z + b; }); 
   
    GETBIT(x)>>z = BIT>>b & [&] { z = 2 * x + b; }; 
 
    BIT>>b = Token('0') & [&]{ b = 0; } 
        | Token('1') & [&]{ b = 1; }; 
 
    /* Prepare Input */ 
    // input string   
    const char text[] = "101011"; 
 
    // use the FlexTokenizer class to tokenize input string   
    BinaryTokenizer tokens(text); 
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    /* Begin Parsing */ 
    // parse with REC_NUM   
    if (REC_NUM.parse(&tokens)) {   
        std::cout << "Success! " << text << " is " << z << std::endl;   
    } 
 
    // parse with IT_NUM   
    if (IT_NUM.parse(&tokens)) {   
        std::cout << "Success! " << text << " is " << z << std::endl;   
    } 
 
    return 0;   
}   

9.3. ParserPrinter 

The following example exhibits a parser that uses a more complex AFG involving the * operation (0 or 

more repetitions), ~ operation (optional), and the + operation (1 or more repetitions). The grammar has 

two nonterminals that are assigned the names “INPUT” and “MORE” using the name() function from 

the ParserPrinter class. Using the ParserPrinter class, we print the productions of both nonterminals 

and print the ParseTree object created when parsing the input string “aaacdcdcd” to stdout. 

Flex Specification: 

%{ 
%} 
 
%option noyywrap 
 
%% 
 
[abcd] { return *yytext; } 
.  { /* do nothing */ } 
 
%%   

Driver Program:  

#include <iostream> 
 
#include "parser.h" 
#include "parsetree.h" 
#include "parserprinter.h" 
#include "flextokenizer.h"   
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int main() { 
    /* ParserPrinter example */ 
 
    /* specify nonterminals input and more 
       specify terminals a, b, c, and d */   
    Parser<> input, more, a('a'), b('b'), c('c'), d('d');   
     
    size_t pos = 0; 
 
    /* AFG accepts 
       “”, “a”, “aa”, “aaa”, ... 
       “b”, “ab”, “aab”, “aaab”, ... 
       “cd”, “acd”, “acdcd”, “aacdcd”, “aacdcdcd”, “aaacdcdcd” ...*/   
    input = *(a) & ~(b | +(more));   
    more = c & d; 
 
    /* create ParserPrinter object */   
    ParserPrinter p; 
 
    /* assign names to nonterminals */   
    p.name(&input, "INPUT");   
    p.name(&more, "MORE"); 
 
    /* print out productions for nonterminal input and more */   
    p.print(&input, false);   
    p.print(&more, false); 
 
    /* input string */   
    std::string text = "aaacdcdcd"; 
 
    /* tokenize input string */   
    FlexTokenizer tokens(text); 
 
    /* create ParseTree object */   
    ParseTree tree;   
     
    if (input.parse(&tokens, &pos, &tree)) {   
        std::cout << "Parsing successful!" << std::endl; 
 
        /* print parse tree to cout */   
        p.print(&tree);   
    } 
 
    return 0;   
}   

9.4. Comma Separated Doubles 
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The following example creates a parser that accepts strings that contain some number of comma 

separated doubles. This example employs its own custom Tokenizer class, called doubleTokenizer, to 

handle the scanning. Since this example repeatedly prompts the user for the input, until the user enters a 

‘q’ or ‘Q’ to halt, it would have been easier to use the FlexTokenizer class to handle the scanning. 

However, this example is meant to illustrate how one would use the Tokenizer class to employ a custom 

scanning method as well as to act as a comparison to the Boost Spirit example given in Section 8.2. As a 

result, some code in this example comes from the comma separated double list example provided by 

Boost Spirit’s documentation. 

#include <cstring> 
#include <sstream> 
#include "parser.h" 
#include "tokenizer.h" 
 
#define DOUBLE_TOK_CODE –1 
 
/* custom Tokenizer class */ 
class doubleTokenizer: public Tokenizer {   
    public: doubleTokenizer(std::string str) { 
       
        /* make copy of input string */   
        char * input = nullptr;   
        input = strdup(str.c_str()); 
 
        /* get token */   
        char * tok = std::strtok(input, ", "); 
 
        /* check if token was found */   
        while (tok != NULL) { 
 
            /* Check to see if token is a double */   
            double dummy = 0;   
            if (!sscanf(tok, "%lf", & dummy)) 
              break; 
 
            /* token is a double, add token */   
            emplace_back(DOUBLE_TOK_CODE, tok, strlen(tok), 0, 0); 
 
            /* get next token */   
            tok = std::strtok(NULL, ", ");   
        }   
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    }   
}; 
 
int main() { 
 
    /* comma separated doubles example */ 
 
    /* declare nonterminal start and terminal double_ */   
    Parser<> start, double_(DOUBLE_TOK_CODE); 
 
    /* AFG */ 
    start = double_ & *(Token(',') & double_); 
   
    /* prompt user for input */ 
    std::cout << "=========================================================\n\n"; 
    std::cout << "\t\tA comma separated list parser...\n\n";   
    std::cout << "=========================================================\n\n"; 
  
    std::cout << "Give me a comma separated list of numbers.\n";   
    std::cout << "Type [q or Q] to quit\n\n";   
    std::string str; 
 
    while (true) { 
        /* user prompt */   
        std::cout << "=========================================================="; 
        std::cout << "\nA comma separated list parser...\n";   
        std::cout << "==========================================================";
   
        std::cout << "\nGive me a comma separated list of numbers.";   
        std::cout << "\nType [q or Q] to quit: "; 
 
        /* check input */   
        std::string str;   
        getline(std::cin, str);   
 
        if (str.empty() || str[0] == 'q' || str[0] == 'Q') 
            break; 
 
        /* tokenize input */   
        doubleTokenizer tokens(str); 
 
        /* begin parsing */   
        if (start.parse( & tokens)) {   
            std::cout << "Parsing succeeded" << std::endl;   
        } else {   
            std::cout << "Parsing failed" << std::endl;   
        }   
    }   
    return 0; 
}   
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9.5. Calculator 

This example is an expression interpreter that prompts the user for a simple mathematical expression 

that can contain the four basic arithmetic operations (+, -, *, and /) that can contain parenthesis. The 

example, uses the FlexTokenizer class to employ the following Flex specification that allows the 

interpreter to accept integers, doubles, and numbers expressed in scientific notation. This example 

illustrates the use of flow variables to extract the semantic value of the terminal num and calculate the 

result of the expression. The FlexTokenizer scanning method employed in this example, and a few future 

examples, is scanning from stdin. 

Flex Specification: 

%{ 
#define NUM 2 
%}   
 
num [0-9]*([0-9]|\.[0-9]|[0-9]\.)[0-9]* 
 
%option noyywrap 
 
%% 
 
[-+*/=()\n] { return *yytext; } 
{num}       { return NUM; } 
.           { /* do nothing */ } 
 
%% 

Driver Program: 

#include <iostream> 
#include "parser.h" 
#include "flextokenizer.h"   
 
int main() { 
 
    /* expression interpreter example */ 
 
    /* define tokens */   
    Parser<> plus('+'), minus('-'), times('*'), divides('/'), num(2); 
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    /* define nonterminals */   
    Parser<int> line, expr, fact, term; 
 
    /* define flow variables */   
    int a(0), b(0); 
 
    /* AFG */   
    line>>a = expr>>a & '\n';   
     
    expr>>a = term>>a & *(plus & term>>b & [&]{ a += b; } 
        | minus & term>>b & [&]{ a -= b;}); 
     
    term>>a = fact>>a & *(times & fact>>b & [&]{ a *= b; } 
        | divides & fact>>b & [&]{ a /= b; }); 
   
    fact>>a = '(' & expr>>a & ')' | num>>a; 
 
    /* FlexTokenizer will use stdin */   
    FlexTokenizer tokens; 
 
    /* maintain current position */   
    size_t pos = 0;   
     
    while (true) { 
        /* user prompt */   
        std::cout << "====================================================="; 
        std::cout << "\nA calculator that supports:";   
        std::cout << "\n\t- integers and doubles";   
        std::cout << "\n\t- +, -, *, /";   
        std::cout << "\n\t- parenthesis";   
        std::cout << "\nFormat: <arithmetic expression>";   
        std::cout << "\nExamples:\n\t1) 4 + 3 * 2\n\t2) (7 - 2) / 5\n";   
        std::cout << "=====================================================";
   
        std::cout << "\nGive me a mathematical expression.";   
        std::cout << "\nCtrl + C to quit: ";   
     
        /* if we can parse successfully starting at position pos, 
         * print result, i.e. the output flow variable of the starting 
         * nonterminal */   
        if (line.parse( & tokens, & pos)) {   
            std::cout << "Expression computed succesfully!\nResult: " << a 
                << "\n" << std::endl;   
        } else {   
            std::cout << "Expression computation failed\n" << std::endl;   
        }   
        tokens.clear();   
        pos = 0;   
    }       
    return 0;   
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} 
9.6. Calculator - Flow Variables 

Let us modify the previous example to use more flow variables. More specifically, we’ll use adjust the 

previous example’s AFG to require inherited attributes, or in this case in-flow variables. The example 

employs a parser that parses the following grammar: 

<E> ::= <T> <TT> { TT.st := T.val; E.val := TT.val } 
<TT1> ::= + <T> <TT2> { TT2.st := TT1.st + T.val; TT1.val := TT2.val } 
<TT1> ::= - <T> <TT2> { TT2.st := TT1.st - T.val; TT1.val := TT2.val } 

<TT> ::= e   { TT.val := TT.st } 

<T> ::= <F> <FT> { FT.st := F.val; T.val := FT.val } 
<FT1> ::= * <F> <FT2> { FT2.st := FT1.st * F.val; FT1.val := FT2.val } 
<FT1> ::= / <F> <FT2> { FT2.st := FT1.st / F.val; FT1.val := FT2.val } 

<FT> ::= e   { FT.val := FT.st } 

<F1> ::= - <F2>  { F1.val := -F2.val } 
<F> ::= { <E> ) { F.val := E.val } 
<F> ::= unsigned_int { F.val := unsigned_int.val } 

Where st is an inherited attribute and val is a synthesized attribute. The Flex specification is the same as 

the previous example’s. Notice the use of flow variables in the AFG implement some of the above 

semantic rules, like “TT.st := T.val” and “TT.val := TT.st”, automatically.  

Driver Program: 

#include <iostream> 
#include "parser.h" 
#include "flextokenizer.h"   
 
int main() { 
    /* calculator w/ in-flow variables example */ 
 
    /* define tokens */   
    Parser<> plus('+'), minus('-'), times('*'), divides('/'), num(2); 
     
    /* define nonterminals */ 
    Parser<int> line, expr, fact, fact_tail, term, term_tail; 
 
    /* define flow variables */   
    int a(0), b(0), c(0), d(0); 
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    /* AFG */   
    line>>a = expr>>a & '\n'; 
 
    expr>>a = term>>a & term_tail(a)>>a; 
 
    term_tail(b)>>b = -( 
        '+' & term>>c & [&]{ d = b + c; } & term_tail(d)>>b 
        | '-' & term>>c & [&]{ d = b - c; } & term_tail(d)>>b 
    ); 
 
    term>>a = fact>>a & fact_tail(a)>>a; 
   
    fact_tail(b)>>b = -( 
        :'*' & fact>>c & [&]{ d = b * c; } & fact_tail(d)>>b 
        | '/' & fact >> c & [&]{ d = b / c; } & fact_tail(d)>>b 
    ); 
 
    fact>>a = num>>a | '(' & expr>>a & ')'; 
 
    /* FlexTokenizer will use stdin */   
    FlexTokenizer tokens; 
 
    /* maintain current position */   
    size_t pos = 0;   
     
    while (true) { 
        /* user prompt */   
        std::cout << "====================================================="; 
        std::cout << "\nA calculator that supports:";   
        std::cout << "\n\t- integers and doubles";   
        std::cout << "\n\t- +, -, *, /";   
        std::cout << "\n\t- parenthesis";   
        std::cout << "\nFormat: <arithmetic expression>";   
        std::cout << "\nExamples:\n\t1) 4 + 3 * 2\n\t2) (7 - 2) / 5\n";   
        std::cout << "=====================================================";
   
        std::cout << "\nGive me a mathematical expression.";   
        std::cout << "\nCtrl + C to quit: ";   
 
        /* if we can parse sucessfully starting at position pos, 
         * print result, i.e. the output flow variable of the starting      
         * nonterminal */   
        if (line.parse( & tokens, & pos)) {   
            std::cout << "Expression computed succesfully!\nResult: " << a 
                << "\n" << std::endl;   
        } else {   
            std::cout << "Expression computation failed\n" << std::endl;   
        }   
        tokens.clear();   
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        pos = 0;   
    }   
    return 0;   
}   

9.7. Calculator with Complex Numbers 

This example exemplifies the ability to use flow variables that are not of a primitive type, in this case 

complex numbers. The example employs the FlexTokenizer class to tokenize input. To enable flow 

variables to be complex numbers, a ComplexNum class was created. The example overrides the insertion 

operator of the TokenStream class to extract and store the semantic value of a given token, representing 

a complex number, in an out-flow variable properly. 

The ComplexNum class overrides the arithmetic operators and they are used on ComplexNum flow 

variables in the semantic actions of the AFG. The result is a clean looking AFG that isn’t cluttered with 

complicated semantic actions.  

Flex Specification: 

%{ 
#define NUM 2 
%}   
 
num [0-9]*([0-9]|\.[0-9]|[0-9]\.)[0-9]* 
 
%option noyywrap 
 
%% 
{num}j?         { return NUM; } 
[-+*/=()\n].    { return *yytext; } 
.               { /* do nothing */ } 
%%   

Driver Program: 

#include <iostream> 
#include <cstring> 
#include <cmath> 
#include <sstream> 
 
#include "parser.h" 
#include "flextokenizer.h" 
#include "tokenstream.h" 
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#define NUM_TOK_CODE 2 
 
class ComplexNum {   
    friend std::ostream & operator << (std::ostream & out, ComplexNum a) {   
        out << a.real;   
        if (a.imag < 0) 
            out << " - ";   
        else if (a.imag > 0) 
            out << " + ";   
        if (a.imag != 0) 
            out << std::abs(a.imag) << "j";   
        return out;   
    }   
    public: 
    /* constructors */ 
    ComplexNum(): real(0), imag(0) {}   
    ComplexNum(float r, float i = 0): real(r), imag(i) {} 
 
    /* arithmetic operator overloads */   
    ComplexNum operator * (ComplexNum & arg) {   
        ComplexNum result;   
        result.real = (real * arg.real) + (-1 * imag * arg.imag);   
        result.imag = (real * arg.imag) + (imag * arg.real);   
        return result;   
    }   
    ComplexNum operator *= (ComplexNum & arg) { * this = * this * arg;   
        return *this;   
    }   
    ComplexNum operator / (ComplexNum & arg) {   
        ComplexNum result;   
        result.real = (real * arg.real + imag * arg.imag) 
            / (arg.real * arg.real + arg.imag * arg.imag * -1);   
        result.imag = (imag * arg.real - real * arg.imag) 
            / (arg.real * arg.real + arg.imag * arg.imag * -1);   
        return result;   
    }   
    ComplexNum operator /= (ComplexNum & arg) { * this = * this / arg;   
        return *this;   
    }   
    ComplexNum operator + (ComplexNum & arg) {   
        ComplexNum result;   
        result.real = real + arg.real;   
        result.imag = imag + arg.imag;   
        return result;   
    }   
    ComplexNum operator += (ComplexNum & arg) { 
        *this = * this + arg;   
        return *this;   
    }   
    ComplexNum operator - (ComplexNum & arg) {   
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        ComplexNum result;   
        result.real = real - arg.real;   
        result.imag = imag - arg.imag;   
        return result;   
    }   
    ComplexNum operator -= (ComplexNum & arg) { 
        * this = * this - arg;   
        return *this;   
    } 
    /* member data */   
    double real;   
    double imag;   
};   
 
/* overload extraction operator of TokenStream class to allow the semantic * 
values of tokens to be properly stored into ComplexNum flow variables */   
TokenStream<ComplexNum> & 
operator>>(TokenStream<ComplexNum> & is, ComplexNum & out) {   
    std::string tok = is.get_text();   
    if (tok.back() == 'j') { 
        /* token is imaginary */   
        tok.pop_back();   
        std::stringstream tok_stream(tok);   
        out.real = 0;   
        tok_stream >> out.imag;   
    } else { 
        /* token is real */   
        std::stringstream tok_stream(tok);   
        tok_stream >> out.real;   
        out.imag = 0;   
    }   
    return is;   
}   
int main() { 
    /* complex number calculator example */ 
 
    /* create nonterminals line, expr, fact, and term. 
     * create terminal num */   
    Parser<ComplexNum> line, expr, fact, term, num(NUM_TOK_CODE); 
 
    /* create ComplexNum flow variables */   
    ComplexNum a, b; 
 
    /* AFG */   
    line>>a = expr>>a & '\n';   
     
    expr>>a = term>>a & * ('+' & term>>b & [&]{ a += b; } 
        | '-' & term>>b & [&]{ a -= b; }); 
 
    term>>a = fact>>a & * ('*' & fact>>b & [&]{ a *= b; } 
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        | '/' & fact>>b & [&]{ a /= b; }); 
 
     fact >> a = '(' & expr >> a & ')' | num >> a; 
 
    /* FlexTokenizer will use stdin */   
    FlexTokenizer tokens; 
 
    /* maintain current position */   
    size_t pos = 0;   
    while (true) { 
        /* user prompt */   
        std::cout << "====================================================="; 
        std::cout << "\nA calculator that supports:";   
        std::cout << "\n\t- integers, doubles, and complex numbers";   
        std::cout << "\n\t- +, -, *, /";   
        std::cout << "\n\t- parenthesis";   
        std::cout << "\nFormat: <expression>";   
        std::cout 
            << "\nExamples:\n\t1) 4 + 3j * 6\n\t2) (5 + 2j) * (2 - 3j)\n";   
        std::cout << "=====================================================";
   
        std::cout << "\nGive me a mathematical expression.";   
        std::cout << "\nCtrl + C to quit: "; 
 
        /* begin parsing */   
        if (line.parse( & tokens, & pos)) {   
            std::cout << "Expression computed succesfully!\nResult: " << a 
                << "\n" << std::endl;   
            a = ComplexNum();   
        } else {   
            std::cout << "Expression computation failed\n" << std::endl;   
        } 
        /* clear input */   
        tokens.clear();   
        pos = 0;   
    }   
    return 0;   
}     

9.8. Advanced Calculator 

This example takes the calculator example discussed in Section 9.4 and allows computation of 

exponents, logarithms, and the basic trigonometric functions sin, cos, and tan. This example also makes 

use of a symbol table to store symbols and their corresponding values for reference in mathematical 

expressions. Note, the Flex specification was altered to tokenize identifiers for the symbol table and 
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keywords associated with the newly supported math functions. The AFG used is similar to that of the 

original calculator example but has been altered to adjust for the new features. 

Flex Specification: 

%{ 
#define ID 1 
#define NUM 2 
#define LOG 3 
#define SIN 4 
#define COS 5 
#define TAN 6 
%} 
 
num [0-9]*([0-9]|\.[0-9]|[0-9]\.)[0-9]* 
id [a-zA-Z]+ 
 
%option noyywrap 
 
%% 
[-+*/=()^;\n] { return *yytext; } 
{num}            { return NUM; }   
log              { return LOG; }   
sin              { return SIN; }   
cos              { return COS; }   
tan              { return TAN; } 
{id}             { return ID; } 
.                { /* do nothing */ } 
%%   

Driver Program: 

#include <iostream> 
#include <map> 
#include <string> 
#include <cmath> 
#include "parser.h" 
#include "flextokenizer.h" 
#include "tokenstream.h" 
 
typedef std::map<std::string, float> SymbolTable;   
 
TokenStream<std::map<std::string, float>> & operator>>(TokenStream <std::map 
<std::string, float>> &in , float &out) { 
    /* check if symbol */   
    if (in.get_code() == 1) { 
        /* check if symbol exists in symbol table */   
        if (in.get_in()->find(in.get_text()) != in.get_in()->end()) 
            out = (*in.get_in())[in.get_text()];   
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        else 
            throw parsing_error("Failed to find symbol in table");   
    } else 
        throw std::logic_error("Error in lexer specification");   
    return in;   
}   
int main() { 
    /* advanced calculator */ 
 
    /* declare symbol table */   
    SymbolTable sym; 
 
    /* declare (non)terminals */   
    Parser<float> line, input, expr, fact, term, num(2), log(3), sin(4), cos(
5), tan(6);   
    Parser<std::string, std::string> new_id(1);   
    Parser<std::map<std::string, float>, float> id(1); 
 
    /* declare flow variables */   
    float a(0), b(0);   
    std::string c; 
 
    /* grammar */   
    line>>a = input>>a & '\n'; 
 
    input>>a = *(new_id>>c & '=' & expr>>a & ';' & [&]{ sym[c] = a; })  
               & expr>>a & ';';   
 
    expr>>a = term>>a & *( 
        '+' & term>>b & [&]{ a += b; } 
      | '-' & term>>b & [&]{ a -= b; } 
    ); 
   
    term>>a = fact>>a & *( 
        '*' & fact>>b & [&]{ a *= b; } 
      | '/' & fact>>b & [&]{ a /= b; } 
    ); 
   
    fact>>a = 
        ( 
            '(' & expr>>a & ')' 
          | log & '(' & expr>>a & ')' & [&]{ a = std::log(a); } 
          | sin & '(' & expr>>a & ')' & [&]{ a = std::sin(a); } 
          | cos & '(' & expr>>a & ')' & [&]{ a = std::cos(a); } 
          | tan & '(' & expr>>a & ')' & [&]{ a = std::tan(a); } 
          | id(sym)>>a 
          | num>>a 
      ) & -('^' & fact>>b & [&]{ a = std::pow(a, b); }); 
     
    /* FlexTokenizer will use stdin */   
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    FlexTokenizer tokens; 
 
    /* maintain current position */   
    size_t pos = 0;   
     
    while (true) { 
        /* user prompt */   
        std::cout << "====================================================="; 
        std::cout << "\nA calculator that supports:";   
        std::cout << "\n\t- integers, doubles, and symbols\n\t- +, -, *, /"; 
        std::cout << "\n\t- parenthesis\n\t- natural log\n\t- exponents";   
        std::cout << "\n\t- sin, cos, tan";   
        std::cout << "\nFormat: <optional_declarations> <final_expression>"; 
        std::cout << "\nExamples:";   
        std::cout << "\n\t1) 5 + 6;\n\t2) x = 5 + 3; y = 6; x * y - 2;\n";   
        std::cout << "=====================================================";
   
        std::cout << "\nGive me a mathematical expression.";   
        std::cout << "\nCtrl + C to quit: "; 
 
        /* begin parsing */   
        if (line.parse( & tokens, & pos)) {   
            std::cout << "Expression computed successfully!\nResult: " << a 
                << "\n" << std::endl;   
        } else {   
            std::cout << "Expression computation failed\n" << std::endl;   
        } 
 
        /* clear input */   
        tokens.clear();   
        pos = 0;   
    }       
    return 0;   
}   

9.9. Definite Clause Grammars 

This example is discussed in Section 8.3 but exemplifies a couple of features. First, the example 

employs a custom scanning method through the creation of a child class sentenceTokenizer. The class 

constructor tokenizes a std::string to find words which are defined as characters separated by space. 

Note the grammar is expecting three words of the following format: [subject_word] [verb] 

[object_word]. The terminal word takes in the set, which contains the words the next token should be 

equivalent to, as a flow variable. If the next token does not match a word in the set, a std::logic_error 

exception is thrown. Otherwise, the token is accepted. 
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#include <cstring> 
#include <set> 
 
#include "parser.h" 
#include "tokenizer.h" 
#include "tokenstream.h" 
 
#define WORD_TOK_CODE –1 
 
/* sentenceTokenizer tokenizes words based on spaces */ 
class sentenceTokenizer: public Tokenizer {   
    public: sentenceTokenizer(std::string str) { 
        /* make copy of input string */   
        char * input = nullptr;   
        input = strdup(str.c_str()); 
 
        /* get token */   
        char * tok = std::strtok(input, " "); 
 
        /* check if token was found */   
        while (tok != NULL) { 
            /* token is a word, add token */   
            emplace_back(WORD_TOK_CODE, tok, strlen(tok), 0, 0); 
             
            /* get next token */   
            tok = std::strtok(NULL, ", ");   
        }   
    }   
}; 
 
/* Overload TokenStream operator>> function to allow for more complex token l
ogic */   
TokenStream<std::set<std::string>> & operator>>( 
  TokenStream<std::set<std::string>> &in, 
  int &out) 
{ 
    /* Check if word is of correct type */   
    if (in.get_in()->find(in.get_text()) == in.get_in()->end()) 
        throw std::logic_error("Invalid word");   
    return in;   
} 
 
int main() {   
    int dummy = 0; 
 
    /* sets for different types of words */   
    std::set<std::string> subject_words;   
    std::set<std::string> object_words;   
    std::set<std::string> verb_words; 
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    /* add subject words */   
    subject_words.insert("he");   
    subject_words.insert("she"); 
 
    /* add object words */   
    object_words.insert("him");   
    object_words.insert("her"); 
 
    /* add verbs */   
    verb_words.insert("likes"); 
 
    /* declare nonterminal start and terminal double_ */   
    Parser <> sentence, verb_phrase;   
    Parser <std::set<std::string>, int> word(-1); 
 
    /* AFG */   
    sentence = word(subject_words)>>dummy & verb_phrase; 
 
    verb_phrase = word(verb_words)>>dummy & word(object_words)>>dummy; 
 
    /* begin user prompt */   
    std::cout << "==============================================\n\n";   
    std::cout << "\tA simple sentence parser...\n\n";   
    std::cout << "\tFormat: subject verb object \n\n";   
    std::cout << "==============================================\n\n";   
    std::cout << "Give me a sentence.\n";   
    std::cout << "Type [q or Q] to quit: ";   
    std::string str;   
     
    while (getline(std::cin, str)) { 
        /* quit */   
        if (str.empty() || str[0] == 'q' || str[0] == 'Q') 
            break; 
 
        /* tokenize input string */   
        sentenceTokenizer tokens(str); 
 
        /* parse using sentence as starting nonterminal */   
        if (sentence.parse(&tokens)) {   
            std::cout << "-------------------------\n";   
            std::cout << "Parsing succeeded\n";   
            std::cout << str << " parses OK.\n" << std::endl;   
        } else {   
            std::cout << "-------------------------\n";   
            std::cout << "Parsing failed\n" << std::endl;   
        } 
 
        /* prompt user */   
        std::cout << "Give me a sentence.\n";   
        std::cout << "Type [q or Q] to quit: ";   
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    } 
 
    std::cout << "\nBye." << std::endl;   
    return 0;   
}   

9.10. Micro-C Compiler 

The following example implements a simple compiler for programs written in Micro-C, a small C-

inspired programming language. The compiler implemented in this example compiles Micro-C code to 

Java class files for execution with the Java virtual machine. In this example, we make use of a header 

file, javabytecode.h, that provides the framework for emitting Java bytecode. Micro-C is a language that 

supports only one data type, integer, and the following control-flow structures: if-else statements, while 

loops, do-while loops, and for loops. Micro-C supports many operators found in C including many 

arithmetic operators, logical operators, and binary arithmetic operators. 

Flex Specification: 

%{ 
#define ID 258 
#define INT8 259 
#define INT16 260 
#define INT32 261 
#define FLT 262 
#define STR 263 
#define BREAK 264 
#define DO 265 
#define ELSE 266 
#define FOR 267 
#define IF 268 
#define RETURN 269 
#define WHILE 270 
#define PA 271 
#define NA 272 
#define TA 273 
#define DA 274 
#define MA 275 
#define AA 276 
#define XA 277 
#define OA 278 
#define LA 279 
#define RA 280 
#define OR 281 
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#define AN 282 
#define EQ 283 
#define NE 284 
#define LE 285 
#define GE 286 
#define LS 287 
#define RS 288 
#define AR 289 
#define PP 290 
#define NN 291 
#define ARG 292 
 
static int install_int(); 
%} 
   
digit [0-9] 
alpha [a-zA-Z_] 
id    {alpha}({alpha} | {digit})* 
int {digit}+ 
 
%option noyywrap 
 
%%   
 
if { return IF; }   
do { return DO; } 
else { return ELSE; }   
for { return FOR; }   
while { return WHILE; }   
return { return RETURN; }   
arg { return ARG; } 
{int} { return install_int(); } 
{id} { return ID; }   
"+=" { return PA; }   
"-=" { return NA; }   
"*=" { return TA; }   
"/=" { return DA; }   
"%=" { return MA; }   
"&=" { return AA; }   
"^=" { return XA; }   
"|=" { return OA; }   
"<<=" { return LA; }   
">>=" { return RA; }   
"||" { return OR; }   
"&&" { return AN; }   
"==" { return EQ; }   
"!=" { return NE; }   
"<=" { return LE; }   
">=" { return GE; }   
"<<" { return LS; }   
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">>" { return RS; }   
"++" { return PP; }   
"--" { return NN; }   
"->" { return AR; }   
"<%" { return '{'; }   
"%>" { return '}'; }   
"<:" { return '['; }   
":>" { return ']'; } 
[!$%&()*+,\-./:;<=>?\[\]^{|}~] { return yytext[0]; } 
. {} 
%% 
 
/* install_int - convert decimal yytext[] to yylval.num and return INT8, INT1
6, or INT32 */ 
static int install_int() {   
    unsigned int num;   
    sscanf(yytext, "%u", & num);   
    if (num < 128) return INT8;   
    if (num < 32368) return INT16;   
    return INT32;   
}   

Driver Program: 

#include <map> 
#include <cmath> 
#include <fstream> 
#include <iostream> 
#include "parser.h" 
#include "flextokenizer.h" 
#include "javabytecode.h"   
 
void init(struct ClassFile & );   
void finish(struct ClassFile & );   
 
class SymbolTable {   
    public: 
        // member functions   
        int lookup(std::string tok) {   
            if (sym.find(tok) != sym.end()) 
                return sym[tok];   
            else 
                throw parsing_error(tok + " is not in symbol table.");   
        }   
        int insert(std::string tok) {   
            if (sym.find(tok) != sym.end()) 
                return sym[tok];   
            sym[tok] = lastentry;   
            lastentry++;   
            return sym[tok];   
        } 
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        // member data   
        std::map < std::string, int > sym;   
        int lastentry = 3;   
};   
int main(int argc, char * argv[]) { 
    /* --- Declarations --- */ 
    // flow variables   
    int a, b, c, d, e, f;   
    int tokenval;   
    std::string tokenstring;   
    std::string name; 
 
    // symbol table   
    SymbolTable symtable; 
 
    // nonterminals   
    Parser<> program, stmt, assign_stmt, opt_stmts, expr, localpc;   
    Parser<> expr_head[9], expr_tail[9]; 
 
    // terminals   
    Parser<std::string> ID(258);   
    Parser<> INT8(259), INT16(260), INT32(261); 
 
    // tokens   
    Parser<> BREAK(264), DO(265), ELSE(266), FOR(267), IF(268), RETURN(269), 
        WHILE(270);   
    Parser<> PA(271), NA(272), TA(273), DA(274), MA(275), AA(276), XA(277), 
        OA(278), LA(279), RA(280), OR(281), AN(282), EQ(283), NE(284), 
        LE(285), GE(286), LS(287), RS(288), AR(289), PP(290), NN(291), 
        ARG(292); 
 
    // output class file   
    static struct ClassFile cf; 
 
    /* --- AFG --- */   
    program = +stmt; 
 
    stmt = assign_stmt & ';' & [&]{ emit(pop); } 
 
        | IF & '(' & expr & ')' & localpc>>a & [&]{ emit3(ifeq, 0); } 

      & stmt & (ELSE & localpc>>b & [&]{ emit3(goto_, 0); 
            backpatch(a, b - a + 3); } & stmt & [&]{ backpatch(b, pc - b); } 
            | [&]{ backpatch(a, pc - a); }) 
 
        | WHILE & localpc>>a & '(' & expr & ')' & localpc>>b 
            & [&]{ emit3(ifeq, 0); } & stmt & [&]{ emit3(goto_, a - pc); 
            backpatch(b, pc - b); } 
 
        | DO & localpc>>a & stmt & WHILE & '(' & expr & ')' & ';' 
            & [&]{ emit(iconst_1); emit3(if_icmpeq, a - pc); } 
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        | FOR & '(' & assign_stmt & ';' & [&]{ emit(pop); } & localpc>>a 
            & expr & ';' & localpc>>b & [&]{ emit3(ifeq, 0); } 
            & localpc>>c & [&]{ emit3(goto_, 0); } & assign_stmt & 
            [&]{ emit(pop); } & localpc>>d & [&] { emit3(goto_, 0); } & ')' 
            & localpc>>e & stmt & localpc>>f & [&]{ emit3(goto_, 0); } 
            & [&]{ backpatch(b, pc - b); backpatch(c, e - c); 
            backpatch(d, a - d); backpatch(f, c - f + 3); } 
 
        | RETURN & expr & ';' & [&]{ emit(istore_2); } 
 
        | '{' & * stmt & '}'; 
 
    /* Used to store the current pc into a marker nonterminal */   
    localpc>>a = [&]{ a = pc; }; 
 
    /* assignment operations on an identifier */   
    assign_stmt = PP & ID>>tokenstring & 
            [&]{ emit32(iinc, symtable.lookup(tokenstring), 1); 
            emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(tokenstring)); } 
 
        | NN & ID>>tokenstring & 
            [&]{ emit32(iinc, symtable.lookup(tokenstring), -1); 
            emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(tokenstring)); } 
 
        | ID>>tokenstring & PP & 
            [&]{ emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(tokenstring)); 
            emit32(iinc, symtable.lookup(tokenstring), 1); } 
     
        | ID>>tokenstring & NN & 
            [&]{ emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(tokenstring));   
            emit32(iinc, symtable.lookup(tokenstring), -1); } 
 
        | ID>>name & 
            ('=' & expr & [&]{ symtable.insert(name); emit(dup); 
                emit2(istore, symtable.lookup(name)); } 
 
            | PA & expr & [&]{ emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(name)); 
                emit(iadd); emit(dup); emit2(istore, symtable.lookup(name));} 
 
            | NA & expr & [&]{ emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(name)); 
                emit(swap); emit(isub); emit(dup); 
                emit2(istore, symtable.lookup(name)); } 
 
            | TA & expr & [&]{emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(name)); 
                emit(imul); emit(dup); emit2(istore, symtable.lookup(name));} 
 
            | DA & expr & [&]{ emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(name)); 
                emit(swap); emit(idiv); emit(dup); 
                emit2(istore, symtable.lookup(name)); } 
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            | MA & expr & [&]{ emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(name)); 
                emit(swap); emit(irem); emit(dup); 
                emit2(istore, symtable.lookup(name)); } 
 
            | AA & expr & [&]{ emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(name)); 
                emit(iand); emit(dup); emit2(istore, symtable.lookup(name));} 
 
            | XA & expr & [&]{ emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(name)); 
                emit(ixor); emit(dup); emit2(istore, symtable.lookup(name));} 
 
            | OA & expr & [&]{ emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(name)); 
                emit(ior); emit(dup); emit2(istore, symtable.lookup(name)); } 
 
            | LA & expr & [&]{ emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(name)); 
                emit(swap); emit(ishl); emit(dup); 
                emit2(istore, symtable.lookup(name)); } 
 
            | RA & expr & [&]{ emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(name)); 
                emit(swap); emit(ishr); emit(dup); 
                emit2(istore, symtable.lookup(name)); }); 
 
    /* expression levels implement operator precendence */   
    expr = expr_head[0] & *expr_tail[0];   
     
    expr_tail[0] = OR & expr_head[0] & [&]{ emit(ior); }; 
   
    expr_head[0] = expr_head[1] & *expr_tail[1]; 
 
    expr_tail[1] = AN & expr_head[1] & [&]{ emit(iand); }; 
   
    expr_head[1] = expr_head[2] & *expr_tail[2];   
     
    expr_tail[2] = '^' & expr_head[2] & [&]{ emit(ixor); }; 
   
    expr_head[2] = expr_head[3] & *expr_tail[3];   
     
    expr_tail[3] = '&' & expr_head[3] & [&]{ emit(iand); }; 
   
    expr_head[3] = expr_head[4] & *expr_tail[4];   
     
    expr_tail[4] = EQ & expr_head[4] 
            & [&]{ emit3(if_icmpeq, 7); emit(iconst_0); emit3(goto_, 4); 
            emit(iconst_1); } 
        | NE & expr_head[4] 
            & [&]{ emit3(if_icmpne, 7); emit(iconst_0); emit3(goto_, 4); 
            emit(iconst_1); };   
 
    expr_head[4] = expr_head[5] & *expr_tail[5];   
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    expr_tail[5] = '<' & expr_head[5] 
            & [&]{ emit3(if_icmplt, 7); emit(iconst_0); emit3(goto_, 4); 
            emit(iconst_1); } 
        | '>' & expr_head[5] 
            & [&]{ emit3(if_icmpgt, 7); emit(iconst_0); emit3(goto_, 4); 
            emit(iconst_1); } 
        | LE & expr_head[5] 
            & [&]{ emit3(if_icmple, 7); emit(iconst_0); emit3(goto_, 4); 
            emit(iconst_1); } 
        | GE & expr_head[5] 
            & [&]{ emit3(if_icmpge, 7); emit(iconst_0); emit3(goto_, 4); 
            emit(iconst_1); };   
 
    expr_head[5] = expr_head[6] & *expr_tail[6];   
     
    expr_tail[6] = LS & expr_head[6] & [&]{ emit(ishl); } 
        | RS & expr_head[6] & [&]{ emit(ishr); }; 
   
    expr_head[6] = expr_head[7] & *expr_tail[7];   
 
    expr_tail[7] = '+' & expr_head[7] & [&]{ emit(iadd); } 
        | '-' & expr_head[7] & [&]{ emit(isub); }; 
   
    expr_head[7] = expr_head[8] & *expr_tail[8]; 
   
    expr_tail[8] = '*' & expr_head[8] & [&]{ emit(imul); } 
        | '/' & expr_head[8] & [&]{ emit(idiv); } 
        | '%' & expr_head[8] & [&]{ emit(irem); }; 
 
    expr_head[8] = '(' & expr & ')' 
        | ARG & '[' & INT8>>tokenval & ']' 
            & [&]{ emit(aload_1); emit2(bipush, tokenval); emit(iaload); } 
        | PP & ID>>tokenstring & [&]{ 
            emit32(iinc, symtable.lookup(tokenstring), 1); 
            emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(tokenstring)); } 
        | NN & ID>>tokenstring & [&]{ 
            emit32(iinc, symtable.lookup(tokenstring), -1); 
            emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(tokenstring)); } 
        | ID>>tokenstring & PP & [&]{ 
            emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(tokenstring)); 
            emit32(iinc, symtable.lookup(tokenstring), 1); } 
        | ID>>tokenstring & NN & [&]{ 
            emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(tokenstring)); 
            emit32(iinc, symtable.lookup(tokenstring), -1); } 
        | ID>>tokenstring & [&]{ emit2(iload, symtable.lookup(tokenstring));} 
        | INT8>>tokenval & [&]{ emit2(bipush, tokenval); } 
        | INT16 >> tokenval & [&]{ emit3(sipush, tokenval); } 
        | INT32 >> tokenval 
            & [&]{ emit2(ldc, constant_pool_add_Integer(&cf, tokenval)); }; 
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    /* --- Generate Java Class File --- */ 
    // initialize class file    
    init(cf); 
 
    // open micro-c source code file   
    FILE * file;   
     
    if (argc > 1) {   
        if (!(file = fopen(argv[1], "r"))) {   
            std::cout << "Cannot open file for reading" << std::endl;   
            return 0;   
        }   
    } else {   
        std::cout << "No filename was provided" << std::endl;   
        return 0;   
    } 
 
    // tokenize input   
    FlexTokenizer tokens(file); 
 
    // begin parsing   
    if (!program.parse( & tokens)) 
        std::cout << "Compilation errors: class file not saved" 
            << std::endl;   
    else 
        std::cout << "Compilation successful: saving " << cf.name 
            << ".class\n" << std::endl;   
     
    finish(cf);   
     
    return 0;   
} 
 
void init(struct ClassFile & cf) {   
    int index1;   
    int label1, label2; 
 
    // set up new class file structure   
    init_ClassFile(& cf); 
 
    // class has public access   
    cf.access = ACC_PUBLIC; 
    // class name is "Code"   
    cf.name = "Code"; 
    // no fields   
    cf.field_count = 0; 
    // one method   
    cf.method_count = 1; 
    // allocate array of methods (just one "main" in our example)   
    cf.methods = (struct MethodInfo*) 
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        malloc(cf.method_count * sizeof(struct MethodInfo));   
    if (!cf.methods) 
        std::cout << "Out of memory" << std::endl; 
    // method has public access and is static   
    cf.methods[0].access = (enum access_flags)(ACC_PUBLIC | ACC_STATIC); 
    // method name is "main"   
    cf.methods[0].name = "main"; 
    // method descriptor of "void main(String[] arg)"   
    cf.methods[0].descriptor = "([Ljava/lang/String;)V"; 
    // max operand stack size of this method   
    cf.methods[0].max_stack = 100; 
    // the number of local variables in the local variable array 
    //   local variable 0 contains "arg" 
    //   local variable 1 contains "val" 
    //   local variable 2 contains "i" and "result"   
    cf.methods[0].max_locals = 100; 
    // set up new bytecode buffer   
    init_code(); 
    // generate prologue code   
    /*LOC*/ /*CODE*/ /*SOURCE*/ 
    /*000*/ emit(aload_0); 
    /*001*/ emit(arraylength); // arg.length   
    /*002*/ emit2(newarray, T_INT); 
    /*004*/ emit(astore_1); // val = new int[arg.length]   
    /*005*/ emit(iconst_0); 
    /*006*/ emit(istore_2); // i = 0   
    label1 = pc; // label1:   
    /*007*/ emit(iload_2); 
    /*008*/ emit(aload_0); 
    /*009*/ emit(arraylength);   
    label2 = pc; 
    /*010*/ emit3(if_icmpge, PAD); // if i >= arg.length then goto label2   
    /*013*/ emit(aload_1); 
    /*014*/ emit(iload_2); 
    /*015*/ emit(aload_0); 
    /*016*/ emit(iload_2); 
    /*017*/ emit(aaload); 
    // push arg[i] parameter for parseInt   
    index1 = 
        constant_pool_add_Methodref(&cf, "java/lang/Integer", 
        "parseInt", "(Ljava/lang/String;)I"); 
    /*018*/ emit3(invokestatic, index1); // invoke Integer.parseInt(arg[i])   
    /*021*/ emit(iastore); // val[i] = Integer.parseInt(arg[i])   
    /*022*/ emit32(iinc, 2, 1); // i++   
    /*025*/ emit3(goto_, label1 - pc); // goto label1   
    backpatch(label2, pc - label2); // label2: 
    // end of prologue code   
}   
void finish(ClassFile & cf) { 
    // generate epilogue code   
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    int index2, index3;   
    index2 = constant_pool_add_Fieldref(&cf, "java/lang/System", 
        "out", "Ljava/io/PrintStream;"); 
    /*036*/ emit3(getstatic, index2); // get static field 
                                      // System.out of type PrintStream   
    /*039*/ emit(iload_2); // push parameter for println()   
    index3 = constant_pool_add_Methodref(&cf, "java/io/PrintStream", 
        "println", "(I)V"); 
    /*040*/ emit3(invokevirtual, index3); // invoke 
                                          // System.out.println(result)   
    /*043*/ emit(return_); // return 
    // end of epilogue code 
     
    // length of bytecode is in the emitter's pc variable   
    cf.methods[0].code_length = pc; 
    // must copy code to make it persistent   
    cf.methods[0].code = copy_code(); 
    // save class file   
    if (!cf.methods[0].code) 
        std::cout << "Out of memory" << std::endl;   
    else 
        save_classFile(&cf);   
}   

 


